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FROM THE DESK OF EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Dr S. K. Satpathy 

Dy. Librarian & Head 

Central Library, NIT, Raipur-492010(C.G) 

email: drsksatpathy@gmail.com 
 

On the eve of anniversary of lisforum_orissa, Annual Issue has been published by the forum on a 
particular theme pertaining to real issues of library and information science and service. On its 
15th anniversary, an online journal titled ‘Journal of The lisforum_orissa’- an annual, bilingual 
(English and Hindi) is brought out with a thought-provoking theme ‘Future of Indian Librarianship: 
Progressive, Regressiv1e or Compulsive?’. The purpose is to provide a platform to professional 
fraternity to speak out their mind on a given theme or issue. The forum values all the ideas and 
opinions and shoulders the responsibility of reaching it nationwide. 

If we visualize the journey of Indian Librarianship from the inception of libraries with palm leaf 
manuscripts to print documents to Digital library, we can envisage the enormous changes in the 
nature and functioning of non-LIS librarians previous and LIS professionals of present 
generations. Changes occurred not only change in library building, but also in library 
environment, collections, user needs and behavior. 

Analyzing the evolution of Indian libraries and librarianship, the regressive growth except in case 
of some Central Funded libraries, and private deemed to be universities is apparent.  The main 
reason behind this situation is they have been neglected by affiliating/recognizing bodies, library 
authorities at institutional/state level irrespective of their types and sizes. If somebody go and 
see the university library, he/she was using in his/her student years, would find it deteriorating 
in terms of staff strength, collection management, maintenance of library building, salary or 
status of library professionals— not according to any formula or policy or guidelines, except some 
desktops or modern gadgets hastily purchased, in the name of digital library, unable to 
materialize the effective service to user community.  

In spite of this progressive darkness, a ray of progressiveness can also be seen in Indian 
librarianship due to changing role of LIS professionals from mere custodian of books to library 
manager, of course in very few numbers of libraries. And this was devotedly shown by the 
librarians during the covid-19 pandemic though their contribution might not have been 
acknowledged. Still, we all LIS professional, teachers, professional bodies and students should 
work together and need to try to make the regressive and compulsive Indian librarianship to 
progressive one in future.  

 

          (Dr S.K.Satpathy) 
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CHANGING HORIZON OF ACADEMIC LIBRARIANSHIP 

Yashveer Pratap Singh 

Knowledge Consultant 

email: replyhenry83@gmail.com  

Cell:9717 490 730 

 

The librarianship over a decade has seen landmark changes. Few years ago, people use to ask, 

will librarians even exist in the reference of emergence and deployment of ICT services in 

academia and in the libraries. The same questions were being asked in first half of 1990s. 

However, we have seen a great emergence of ICT services and India becoming global leader 

in ICT services. I foresee same trend for academic librarianship as well. Two of my friends are 

working as technical librarian in top universities of the world and from here I see our increased 

presence on the world forum as well. According to “The Future of Skills: Employment in 

2030”, there will be an increased call for librarians, curators, and archivists, among other 

occupations. People who have any doubt over it must read this report, it beautifully illustrates 

the increasing demand of specialized librarians, and we are very much poised to full-fill the 

international demand.  

In this great and very lucrative endeavor, would we be able to compete or occupy positions or 

write the same IT story, with the current skill set. The answer is definitely not. The concept of 

learning, unlearning, and relearning is not being practised in our domain. There is no straight 

answer for this, but nobody can deny the importance of it. We need to perform and transform.  

So, after understanding the very requirement the next question comes to mind is, are the 

librarians responsible for it? The whole eco-system is responsible for this. There is no 

arrangement for continuous learning and improvement and until unless the whole fraternity 

will not think about this, we would not be able to embrace the whole concept and will be left 

behind. What may happen then is along with existing committees and special-in-charge new 

and more persons will be involved, and they will overpower the librarians. You will be made 

to data gathering job apart from performing as gatekeeper of the knowledge centres or libraries. 

I have seen libraries have renamed with more attractive terms and some cosmetic changes here 

and there. There has not been a concentrated effort form institutions to treat libraries with 

utmost priorities or treat it as a complete department in itself.  

If individuals, ask themselves, about the last time when you read a book or did some course or 

acquired a new skillset. When ICT was largely introduced in libraries the management of it 

went to outside vendors as AMC providers. We just listen to different people from few vendors 

and reproduce it. Doctors must complete credentials for CMEs (Continued Medical Education) 

to keep them updated. Companies have deployed different learning and development tools and 

continuous learning modules. I have never heard a librarian being sent for some higher courses 

or education apart form few conferences. We all know about the outcome of these conferences. 

There is a big question is on the take-out of different conferences and how does it equip with 

cutting edge knowledge or skillset or newer trends, even though it does what percentage of 

attendees really get to that. Faculties are sent for Faculty Development Programs; employees 

are sent for Management Development Programs. I have never come across librarian 

development programs. Even the fraternity and leaders in this domain have done anything in 

this direction. 
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So, it is good that lately we have been able to define the problem statement. We know the 

problem now and have desire to change the situation. The million-dollar question is ‘Who will 

do it’. In my perception, experience, and knowledge the answer is ‘Nobody will do it’. 

However, the answer is still not complete. It is ‘we’. Librarians will have to start form 

themselves. Charity begins at home. Lately, I was discussing this matter with one of the 

librarians and she was blaming each and everybody for this. Even I could not answer most and 

till today I do not have. However, I had few questions for her. I asked her about the last time 

you visited faculty block or met to few HODs or the Director. They do not come to library 

often you do not visit them. Are there any reservations? I think yes, there is. If you visit to 

them, you will have to give them something which they do not have. You will have to learn it. 

For this first you will have to become the most active user of library services and find out 

challenges, find answers. At the same time, I do not want to paint each and every one with the 

same paint brush, I know many who does it and they have got the respect as well. Few tried 

and then sat as there was no good response form other-side and few did not try even. When 

was the last time you found any book-chapter / article or any literature and shared with the 

decision makers? Hey look, I have found this for you, and I am sure you will like it. Few people 

publish few newsletters and new arrivals, but this is an old practise. It was good for starting of 

2000 but in the third decade of this century expectations have changed. People do not what to 

search, they want to find, and you got to give them.  

Another challenge that we have not shown any aspiration in learning and integrating ourselves 

and our systems with other academic activities. Are we at-least offering some support to them? 

I know it is bit vague and one may think where the invitation is. I am sure invitation will not 

come but one need to make them realize and this is not one day job or giving a try once. There 

must be continuous, regular, and organized attempt. I would like to share a small story of one 

of my friends who works as an assistant librarian. He offered his services to implement KOHA 

in his library. The committee did not trust him and went for a commercial proprietary software. 

He was very instrumental in that as well and did all required things. It was implemented and 

running. Then different stakeholders asked for different reports and those were generated, then 

other reports were demanded, and this commercial software could not deliver that. They 

contacted the service providers, and they sent another quote for it. Meanwhile, this gentleman 

somehow arranged one old system from some department and installed KOHA. He sent a mail 

to all members with a copy to the Director. The Director called him and asked about the whole 

thing. The director was unaware of all the facts, he understood from him, called all the 

committee members, and had a meeting. It was then decided to install KOHA and in front of 

everyone he was instructed that if anything comes in future, he must inform the director.  

So, with this I would reiterate that you start with yourselves. You need to chart out a growth 

plan for yourself, discuss with your group and propagate it. Learn, unlearn, and relearn. 

Remember it is not going to happen overnight, but I know for sure that small changes over a 

period, combined, brings bigger changes.  

I know of many initiatives taken by few librarians; they are collaborating trying to contribute 

to the field. However, the issue is that they are very few and not being recognized properly and 

widely. Rather they see more criticism, as there is a much bigger population who has great 

extent of inertia. Rather than embracing the fact and contributing form their side or at-least 

appreciating, many are demotivating out of their own fear of being left out and reluctance to 

change.  
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I could talk about the analytics or natural language processing, artificial intelligence, or 

machine learning initiative in the academia and in learning space. Many initiatives are in plate 

and many in kitchen, but rather than teaching there is a need to inspire the fraternity. I can 

throw many reports like NMC Horizon Report 2017 and other studies. They are well in place 

and we all can learn to a great extent, but question is are we ready and skilled to understand, 

embrace and appreciate the findings. Perhaps the larger population is not ready for it.  

Library is a complete institute. So, librarians do not only need to understand the technology, 

supporting research in a digital world, digital literacy, digital Information management, 

developing and managing space but they also need to learn about leadership, writing skills, 

communication, understand change management, proving value, influencing and negotiation, 

creativity and innovation, collaboration techniques. One may ask why the next set of skillsets. 

So, you have two set of consumers, one set of consumers i.e., learners are looking for the first 

set of skills and the other set of consumers i.e., management with whom you must deal with is 

better in the next set of skills. In the endeavour to satisfy the first set of consumers, which is 

your prime responsibility, you need to win support from other set of consumers.  

Whether it comes as a part of curriculum, or one need to do extra curriculum activity as I know 

the existing curriculum is not able to teach many of things. I also understand the current set up 

of UGC is not sufficient. We need some specialized bodies like ALA should come in driver’s 

seat for LIS curriculum accreditation.  I also feel a need to bring change in the mind-set of 

policy makers and regulators but in order to influence the fraternity and individuals in itself 

has to work for this change. One cannot wait it to happen but work to bring it closer and 

meanwhile need to work on other things as well.  

Today librarianship is on pivotal crossroads, and it needs to be further very carefully and in an 

integrated manner. All stakeholders need to understand this and create a mindset to address 

this, but first of all we shall create a mindset. ‘Hum badlenge. Yug badlega’.  

One cannot stop change, so best is to change. Remember you are dealing with information and 

that too based on ICT. The most dynamic phenomena in known world in information and then 

ICT. It is transforming most rapidly.   

Your target audience is also changing very fast. Today learners do not have only option i.e., 

library.  They have come a far way. One day, I got a call from a top Indian Air Force official, 

and he asked me, is there a way I can summarize my expectations on voice or typing in my 

own understanding and the search engine gives me most relevant articles or references and I 

do not have to learn anything new. It means no surveillance a set of results I can rely on. I could 

only think of fire and forget missiles. I told him it is not available right now. I am trying to say 

that demand is changing and who knows in future similar things come up.   

One thing which is written on walls that with changing technology, innovations and perhaps 

mutating expectations library spaces are going to evolve and that too fast. Hence, the bottom-

line is that librarianship is not going to obsolete, but many would be left behind who are 

resistant and not ready to transform and evolve.  

Other thing which is written on walls is there is going to be more information tomorrow than 

today and more learners / users tomorrow than today, 
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Another thing which is written on walls is you may go to Mars for your breakfast, but 

information must be indexed aggregated, curated, archived and referenced and more. 

If information is going to exist, information professionals are going to be here. Who knows if 

after 10 -20 years, somebody calls you to train or design a course for their robots who are going 

to work as library staff for check-in, check-outs, data entry, cataloguing, indexing and more? 

Till then— prepare yourself and get ready. 
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FUTURE OF INDIAN LIBRARIANSHIP: SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS 

 

Prof (Dr) B. Ramesh Babu 

(Professor (Retd), University of Madras,  

Chennai & Formerly Visiting Professor, Mahasarakham University, Thailand)  

Co - President:  I-LISS (Formerly LISSASPAC) 

22/20B Thangavelu Pillai Garden, First Street, Old Washermen Pet, Chennai   
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email: beerakarameshbabu@gmail.com 

 

 Introduction 

“Libraries are trying to imagine their futures with or without books” –  John D. Sutter 

 

Librarianship has all the attributes of any other profession. It exhibits the essential 

characteristics of an established professions. It is a noble and exalted profession. As a noble 

profession, it enhances the broadness of vision, increases the sphere of knowledge and the 

depth of friendship amongst person and person. It has been defined in the Macquarie Dictionary 

as “a profession concerned with organising collections of books and related materials in 

libraries and of making those resources available to readers and others”.  

Every LIS professional proud to call themselves as a librarian or Information worker or 

Knowledge worker. They have to perform their duties every day to maintain and sustain with 

other professionals and organisations (Luthmann, 2007). The National Knowledge 

Commission (NKC), India has rightly quoted libraries as “Gateways of Knowledge” and has 

defined the role of libraries as, “Libraries have recognised social function in making 

knowledge publicly available to all. They serve as local centres of information and learning 

and are local gateways to national and global knowledge”. The quest for knowledge will never 

die and the libraries are not an exception to this phenomenon. But the era of changes compels 

evolution of future libraries.  

Paradigm Shift in the Future Libraries    

following table highlights the key paradigm shifts as compared to the traditional libraries 

(Ramesh Babu, 2012). The future libraries have transformed into a different information world. 

Libraries Networks 

Custodian of Books Service oriented Information Providers 

Print Digital 

Ownership Access 

Order in Libraries chaos on the web 

One Medium Multimedia 

Media Hypermedia 

Copyright copy left 

Own Collection Library without walls 

Homogeneity Diversity (heterogeneity) 

In Good time Just in Time 

Top Down System Bottom down system 
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Real  Virtual 

Tangible Intangible 

Intermediaries End users 

Monopoly Equity 

Library  Web, Dibrary 

Intra-action Interaction 

In sourcing  Out sourcing 

Open Source WIKI source 

Teaching Learning 

Local reach Global reach 

Books  Bytes 

We go to the library Library come to you 

Book preserver BIT preserver 

 

Future of Libraries 

“Libraries all along history have been at the receiving end. They have been disregarded, 

lowered in public esteem. One can trace only humble origins of the libraries. Libraries like 

some other social institutions have passed through periods of recognition, lull, encouragement, 

neglect followed by slow growth, decay and then crisis” (Guruswamy Naidu, 2010).   In the 

present circumstances it is often said that whether libraries can survive and thrive in the future? 

Of course, they can, provided if they are willing to make most stringent choices to let go of the 

past, seriously review the prevailing situations, build effective and collaborative partnerships 

that are needed to project the role of the library as more than the symbol of the heart of the 

society. The future of the library will be judged by the changing dimensions of the information 

society, dynamics of the LIS profession, existing system of education, commerce, industry and 

government. Within a complex educational culture, the library tries to fulfil and satisfies the 

ever-changing expectations of the clientele. The library of the future will continue to support 

learning by creating and fostering a conducive and smart learning environments with the impact 

of ICT and android technology as seen during the COVID pandemic times.  

“Libraries in future increasingly find themselves dividing their precious work time between 

their normal assigned duties and the unwelcomed role of ‘traffic cop’, having to adjudicate 

and referee disputes among users signing up for time on public Internet terminals” (Shuman, 

2001, p.41). It is appropriate to quote, “Tomorrow’s Libraries will have to change their role 

from Information store house to idea stores, complete with Cafes, Crèches and multimedia 

offering”. It has been observed that the Indian Librarianship and libraries has been changed and 

changing with different nomenclatures as Knowledge workers, Knowledge managers etc. This 

is especially noticed in special libraries. The LIS professionals have been demanding 

professional status and recognition since Melvil Dewey times to the present day.  It is strongly 

believed that improving the profession’s image and status will in turn lead to financial gains as 

well as greater recognition and respect in the Information – Literate society. 
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Is Indian Librarianship at Crisis / Cross-Roads? 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the librarianship lands itself in a state of crisis / cross-

roads. “Desperate to slough off the old limiting, stereotypes of the stern bespectacled cardigan-

clad shushing controller of books, librarians are clamouring to convince themselves, each 

other and the wider community that there is far more to the humble librarians than meets the 

casual eye” (Davis, 2008). 

Some of the factors of crisis are: 

• LIS schools failed to a larger extent to market their products adequately 

• Rift between LIS teachers and Librarians 

• The predominant role of Distance education in LIS in the recent years 

• No harmonization of curriculum among LIS schools 

• Marching of Librarianship towards Information Science or Information studies 

• Domination of technology over traditional Library science 

• Use of too many nomenclatures for LIS 

• Information Science is dominant at the expense of Librarianship 

• Mis-matching between theory and practice 

• Mismatching between the productivity of the LIS products and the job needs of the 

employers 

• Lack of manpower in the libraries as well in the LIS schools (Ramesh Babu and 

Butdisuwan, 2013) 

 

Certainly, LIS profession in India is at cross roads. The survival of the LIS profession and 

schools is going to be more complicated as well as demanding in future, if proper training and 

development programmes are not planned and executed.  “The challenge for the LIS schools 

is to revamp their facilities and course curricula to transform into institutions that educate and 

train professionals who are competent enough to create a stir in the market, a demand for their 

skills, societal hunt for their talents, and who can substantially contribute to management of 

knowledge resources, dissemination of information and create a often sought after brand name 

for their service and niche for themselves” (Malhan, 2009, p.57). 

Further it can be stated that basic challenges for the librarianship in India, in addition to the 

factors of crisis mentioned above, are: 

(i) National level policy for library and Information System is lacking; 

(ii) Standards for different types of libraries are not established by the competent authority; 

(iii) Indifferent attitude of the government either at the state level or central to strengthen the 

library system especially public library system in the country; 

(iv) Lackadaisical attitude of the LIS professionals’ associations to establish a strong 

professional’s network; 

(v) Inconsistency in qualifications, pay scales, budgets and staff strength among the various 

types of libraries. 
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Future of Libraries  

The future of libraries and library system probably would not disappear soon, rather would 

blossom into something new and exciting in congruence with today’s myriad informational 

demands. The ten ways in which the future libraries may differ form present one are as follows. 

1. Sensory story times 

2. Better outreach to ESOL (English for speakers of other languages) and ESL (English 

as a second language)  

3. Automation 

4. Emphasizing community space 

5. More social media savvy 

6. Digital media labs 

7. Electronic outposts 

8. Crowd sourcing 

9. More active librarians 

(Source:https://www.teachthought.com/literacy/10-ways-the-library-of-the-future-will-be-

different/) 

Future roles of LIS professionals 

 

The future of Indian librarianship faces many challenges. The management of change is itself 

is a great challenge. It is suggested that LIS professionals must continuously upgrade their 

skills and competencies and shall perceive how users are satisfied with the provision of services 

and information products 

Cynthia L. Henderson identified nine roles the libraries will continue to play in the future: 

1. A physical symbol of the search for knowledge 

2. A focal point for the campus and intellectual commons 

3. A haven for study and research 

4. A place for individuals and groups engaged in collaborative learning, teaching or 

work 

5. An access point and interactive distribution center for print and electronic information 

6. A learning common to support trends in education, research, service and outreach 

7. A functional and pleasant workplace for staff 

8. A virtual gateway for institutional knowledge 

9. A signature space that is attractive, flexible and useful (Alire and Evans, 2013, p. 335) 

 

Nine Cs Vs. Role of Future Libraries and Librarians 

Libraries in the future need to follow the 9Cs as driving forces (Fig. 1)   and these will be the 

guiding force for the LIS professionals to survive in any situation whether it is pre-covid or 

post-covid or any environment for that matter.  They need to find ways to work more closely 

with the clientele and need to find more interesting ways to teach information finding skills. 

They, in future, need to reorient their collections, services and facilities to keep pace with the 

advancements in ICT and their applications. 
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Fig. 1. Nine Cs Vs Role of Future Libraries /Librarians  

(Adopted from Oh, 2007 and Ramesh Babu, 2019) 

 

Challenges for future Libraries  

The major issues and challenges for Librarianship in the third millennium are as follows: 

1. “Recruitment, education, and retention of librarians. 

2. Role of library in academic enterprise. 

3. Impact of information technology on library services. 

4. Creation, control, and preservation of digital resources. 

5. Chaos in scholarly communication. 

6. Support of new users. 

7. Higher education funding” (Hisle, 2002).      
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In addition to the above, the other challenges for future libraries are technology, digitization, 

physical space, financial, creating positive user experience, new skills and competencies for 

the staff, collaboration, advocacy, connecting and mission-oriented issues. 

Suggestions 

The following suggestions may be considered to empower Indian Librarianship:  

 

• Librarianship needs to adopt broader range of services and need to 'rediscover' them 

for a new path. 

• There is an urgent need that the professionals and the society has to appreciate the 

dynamic changes that took place from time to time  in the profession.  

• There is a need to re-think and re-conceptualize and re-engineer the vision and 

mission of the profession.  

• There is an urgent need to implement ICT for delivering library services, although 

some libraries have taken lead in this direction.  

• Libraries will need to train their staff to able them to manage the new tools and 

services. 

• There shall be symbiosis between LIS Teachers and Librarians, which may 

strengthen the profession. 

• Library professionals need to be techno savvy and the most productive and 

effective and keep up to date with the changes. 

Conclusion 

 

The present generation librarians in developing countries especially in India, seems to be 

worried too much about the stereotype nature of the profession. However, it is to be 

remembered that   the society has a clear idea of the range of information services being offered 

and provided by the LIS professionals.  It may be stated that the future is not static and it is 

dynamic and we shall be in a position to change the fate of the profession.  Librarianship has 

not yet convinced the community at large that its services are necessary in the same way that 

law and medicine professions have been able to do. In this context it is pertinent to quote 

Lancaster (1983) “We must shift the focus of our professional concern away from the library 

as an institution and towards the skilled professionals, who will become a professional 

practitioner on par with medical and legal practitioners”. We have to plan, design and develop 

the guidelines to make the profession a vibrant, inspiring and challenging one. To conclude 

“No one can predict the future with any real degree of certainty, but it sometimes seems as 

though everyone is giving it a try. Certainly, the future cannot be predicted accurately and 

prediction is not an exact science” (Shuman, 2001).   
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ICT revolution has changed the concept of service around the world, and it has transformed the 

traditional setup of services in almost all the different sectors. Library & Information Service 

industry is also one of the most important industry where ICT has made their presence and 

impact at large scale. The use of information technology in libraries has brought a revolutionary 

change in providing information services to their academic users (Gottesman, 2002). It has 

changed the whole concept of library services and leading the libraries services towards new 

direction and connecting them with new discovered and undiscovered pattern of services.  

After COVID-19 attack around the world in 2020, the new emerged situation has forced the 

libraries around the world to adopt the digital library concept not at a partial level but at high 

level and many libraries have transformed themselves completely in digital mode. In context 

of all these changes, it is also very important to understand the impact of technological 

transformation changes in library industry on the librarian and the concept of librarianship. It 

is very sure that a new set of digital or technological skills required to serve the library users 

and lack of these skills can be a threat for all those traditional librarians who are not feeling 

comfortable or not ready to adopt new emerging technical working environment.   

On other side, it is also reflecting during surveys that the importance of the role of the librarian 

as a gateway for locating the information has fallen down over time and librarians are 

increasingly disintermediated from the actual research process (Houseright & Schonfeld, 

2008).   

There may be several reasons for this change, but one important reason is that the pattern of 

information seeking behaviour of library users have changed. Users of this technical age have 

adopted the library technological support system with more faster speed than the library 

professionals and that has created a new gap between library users and services provided by 

the library professionals. As new technologies and information delivery systems emerged, the 

way in which individuals search for information to support research, teaching, and creative 

activities is changing with very fast speed (Niu, X., Hemminger et.al, 2010). Many research 

studies are supporting this fact that due to increased utilizations of electronic methods for 

searching, sharing, and storing scholarly content, as well as for utilizing library services has 

put a question mark on the relevancy of traditional librarianship.  Either it is licensing, 

metadata, indexing or support for academic research scholars, the interference of the 

technology is everywhere and, in many cases, it is in process to replacing the traditional 

librarianship concept with new emerging automated technological librarianship.

mailto:Sanjay.rajan@proquest.com
mailto:sanjayrajan4@gmail.com
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India is also one of the most important country where we have strong set up of libraries and 

large number of people are working as library professionals in different parts of India. If we 

compare the Indian librarianship in context of new emerging changes then it seems that it is 

still far behind to adopt those changes with the same speed in which changes is happening in 

library industry in the era of industry 4.0 revolution. In his personal visit of library of Waseda 

University, Japan, this author realized that this library has adopted the very advanced 

technological innovations at very high scale. Most of their library system is in automated mode 

and users can easily use the library without any necessity of any librarian. During my personal 

interaction with the librarian, I found that the concept of hiring the workforce for of this library 

is also different. They hire the experts from different subject domains for their library and they 

are not only from the library science graduate or post graduates. Maximum people who were 

working in the library were form different subject background like IT, MBA, Sociology, and 

others. The concept of librarianship which they have adopted is the indication of ongoing future 

changes in the librarianship in context of new emerging needs of library industry and new 

information seeking behaviour of library users.  

Indian librarianship concept is far behind from these well adopted technical and management 

level innovations in the library industry. The innovation in library technology is directly or 

indirectly changing the library management practices and the service practices of library also.  

Librarianship is still among the most trusted occupations in India, but the users’ information 

seeking behaviour has changed a lot while many of our library service models have stayed the 

same and that can create a huge threat for the current existence of librarianship in India. This 

is the demand of the time that Indian librarianship should invest their hard efforts in coming 

from their comfort zone and connect with the communities in direct mode, understand their 

requirement and innovate themselves according to new emerging requirement of the library 

users. It is important for the future existence of the librarianship to not to limit their role only 

in managing the day-to-day library activities but also find a way to be a true partner in ensuring 

the success of their students, research scholars and faculties through their services. The new 

future Indian librarianship should be should have a focus on solving the real problems of library 

users with acquiring the global skill and standard of librarianship. In this era of high-level 

technological globalization, library users will always test the quality of librarianship with a 

parameter of global standards in the services provided by any library. If this will not happen 

there will be always a question mark on the decent survival of the traditional librarianship in 

India. It is important to the Indian librarianship to think beyond the library and find some 

additional dimensions to the prove the relevancy and utilities of their library and existing 

interconnected knowledge bank within the library for the communities which are existing 

inside and outside of the library. The future Indian librarianship will also need to equipped with 

professional skills to market the library resources or services; to market themselves; to exercise 

strategic thinking; to use business and management tools and strategies (Landesman, B. (2004). 

The future of library and librarianship will be defined by their quality of thinking and quality 

of the solution provided by them to not only for the library users of within their academic 

campus but also beyond the boundary of library. It will important for the future Indian 

librarianship that they should invent the different types of library services and make them 
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meaningful, relevant and easily accessible for those people who are beyond the wall of their 

library building.  

The Indian Librarianship will need to understand the new emerging context and need of patrons 

and accordingly they have to innovate themselves as per the new smart tech-friendly library 

users. The Covid-19 has given a new realization to the library professionals that how they serve 

their users who are placed remotely with the help of remote access technology. This concept 

of remote access has a great power in itself and that can be a new mode of the survival and 

establishing the relevancy of the librarianship in future. This can be also a powerful tool for 

the librarianships to provide reference support at local community organizations such as those 

that support small businesses, veterans, immigrants, or the homeless; librarians supporting 

municipal planning and local government with research; or providing library services at 

community events (Farkas, 2018). This concept is already working in other developed 

countries like USA, and it is not very far that this concept can be the one essential need of 

Indian librarianship also.  

It is very clear that transformation is going on in the concept of librarianship around the world 

with the increasing adoptions of prescriptive technological models and Indian librarianship 

cannot be disconnected with these ongoing changes for a long time.  Adoption of new emerging 

technologies, the concept of embedded librarianship and their pragmatic implication in 

communities, strong collaboration with success plan of their academic faculty and research 

scholars and accordingly innovation in their services will be the one of the most important 

requirements of the Indian librarianship to make their relevancy in future. Innovations in the 

role of librarians will continue and quality of global standard level with specialization will be 

the need of any defined role of librarianship, either it may be in context of librarianship for 

college and university libraries, children's libraries, and other libraries.  

In context of the above-mentioned changes in the library industry, there is important need to 

relook into our current existing library education system and training for the library 

professionals. It’s important for the relevancy of future Indian librarianship that there should 

be flexibility in accepting the hard realities of the ongoing changes and accordingly step should 

be taken for the modernization of the library education and training system for new generation 

of library professionals. There is need of much more flexibility in observation about the 

changes and their impacts on the Indian library system and the librarianship.  

It is also important to understand that all these changes will be not possible without 

involvement of the government at large scale. There will be a need to redefine the quality and 

requirement for the Indian librarianship to serve the new smart academic users. This can be 

possible only if our government can create a well-laid out policy and programmes at central 

and state level. Our policy should have the elements to modernize the library services with 

providing the effective motivational infrastructure to the library professionals. In this policy 

formulation, it will be also important to include the international library professional bodies 

who are redefining and redeveloping the library system to meet the future changes and to create 

a better experience for current and next generations smart users of library.  
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In the Modern Society, librarianship is a distinct and distinguished profession all over the world 

including India. It is engaged in collecting, organizing, preserving and disseminating 

information to those who need it and plays an important role in national development. In view 

of the changing information needs of the society today Librarianship is termed as ‘Library and 

Information Profession’. Librarianship is a multitasking profession that imbibes best practices 

from many other disciplines. 

When we talk about the future of Indian Librarianship, first we have to evaluate our present 

condition of library science education and practice, professionals, career progression, job 

satisfaction, research output and how well library professionals serve to the community where 

they work and how their service is required for fulfilling information needs of users etc. After 

evaluating all these factors, we will come to conclusion where we stand and what is our future. 

In the present situation the Indian librarianship is facing a unique threat from cutting edge e-

learning and knowledge organization approaches, prompting librarians to call for a revamp the 

traditional way of teaching and learning and the attitude to learn with changing environment 

and keep pace with emerging trends. With this fast-changing environment how far Indian 

librarianship is equipped with, is a big question mark. If we truly evaluate the prevailing 

condition from grassroot level to national level the condition is not so good what I personally 

feel. Though we have progressed satisfactory in few categories of institutions or organizations 

and very few individuals at top level, but the actual picture is not satisfactory or up to the level. 

The reason for this author’s observations is related to this would be as follows: 

 

1) There are vast number of LIS schools coming now and then. These includes formal, 

non-formal and distance mode of education. These LIS Schools does not have proper 

infrastructure, basic facilities and good teaching faculty which leads very sub-standard 

library professionals and creating high unemployment in job market. There should be 

proper/high standard yardstick for opening such schools without which permission 

should not be given. Further, there should be checking process of such standard in 

regular interval and if not found the registration/affiliation should be cancelled. 

 

2) Many universities neither have full-time LIS faculty nor librarians due to poor 

succession plans. Lack of local or global collaborations between librarians, the LIS 

teaching community, the information industry and corporate bodies also adds hurdles 

for development in the profession. 

mailto:sadabihari@rediffmail.com
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3) Course-Curriculum of LIS education is not matching with the fast-changing 

environment be it in library management, library technology and various services. The 

old age traditional curriculum does not match with current situation demand and need. 

Librarians must master technology that helps digitalize, automate and introduce content 

management systems to institutional repositories. They must be abreast with research 

tools such as data analytics, data visualization, effective information and data 

search/retrieval, reference management tools, as well as identify plagiarism and create 

awareness about academic integrity. Without updating of course-curriculum and 

abreast knowledge of these fields the true progress in librarianship can not be made in 

future. Sincere effort should be made to standardize the LIS education in India with the 

global practices by bringing in the technology element. 

 

4) It is also observed that once entered into the job be it teaching or working librarian, 

very few are updating their knowledge and skill with the changing scenario. Without 

updated knowledge and skill one cannot cope up with the present condition. Therefore, 

there should be compulsory Continued Educational Programme for all LIS 

professionals with progress of career. 

 

 

5) In profession like engineering, management, finance etc., importance is given to people 

with Industry exposure while recruiting teaching staffs in IITs, IIMs etc. But in LIS we 

do not find the same. The practical aspects of librarianship can be understood by doing 

and a working librarian is more exposure to library software, technology, other 

managerial aspects, etc., therefore, he/she would teach more better way to the students. 

Therefore, preference must be given to the working librarian while recruiting teaching 

staffs in LIS. 

 

6) Non-availability Apprenticeship Programme: It is observed that in-service training and 

apprenticeship programme hardly found in most of LIS schools in India. It is suggested 

that if University Library can initiate with such programme in their library, that would 

be win-win situation for both the professionals and library. Since the new passed out 

students are energetic, enthusiastic and have current and updated knowledge in their 

subject field, this can better utilize by the university and in return they can gain good 

in-service practical experience handling the various services of library.  This will 

increase the competency of students and also create opportunity to learn and practice in 

real life situation. 

 

 

7)  There should be cohesive relationship between the working library professionals and 

the teaching staff. One should not think that one is higher and other is lower. Both are 

interdependent to each other for the development of library service and grooming 

library professionals for the present and future. 
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8) It is seen that Professor of LIS Schools/Department have been given the dual 

responsibility of being teacher and in-charge of the university library, which is not a 

healthy practice. In a long run, this type of dual responsibility neither beneficial to the 

library nor good for the department. Authority should discourage this type of practice 

in future as long back in 1979, UGC has recommended for independent status to LIS 

departments. Therefore, it should be abolished immediately.  

 

9) There is no sufficient job opportunity after passing the various courses. Therefore, 

various Library Associations of India must keep on demanding and putting pressure on 

Govt. to fulfill the vacant post and the post must be filled up by having library science 

qualification only not by general graduate or post graduate degree. 

 

10)  Professional bodies /associations like ILA, IASLIC etc. and state level associations has 

a bigger role to play in real development of the professionals, development of library 

and putting pressure on their respective states for implementation of Public Library Act 

in true spirit and action. Further, in filling the vacant post in universities, colleges, 

public libraries, schools etc.  and for better pay package at par with the national level 

and other states. It is observed that there are very large number of Library Associations 

coming out every state for the namesakes and doing nothing for the development of the 

professionals. 

 

 

11) It is also observed that when librarian is recruited in a school, apart from giving the 

overall management of the library, he/she is entrusted with other work like teaching, 

other activities which hamper the overall service or development of the library. Even 

in corporate sector or special library, the person who is looking after the library is 

entrusted with several other works and very limited activity to library work. In this 

scenario how the library can progress or develop, or the professional will develop 

himself or herself. 

 

There are n number of such problems faced by Indian library professionals at various levels at 

every stage of one’s life starting from joining a LIS school, entering job and continue with the 

job he/she held, financial and motivational aspects for doing good research, promotion avenue, 

career progression etc.  Every stage of library career it is found that there is struggle for getting 

the due and proceed further. In order to have a better future in librarianship the teaching 

community of LIS Schools or LIS Department science of various universities and colleges can 

play a significant role in inculcating true value of librarianship and the value of attitude, skills 

and knowledge among their students and they will carry the legacy of future librarianship. 

Accordingly, the syllabus of LIS schools can be designed and planned. Unplanned 

proliferations of LIS schools have to be stopped, proper infrastructure in various LIS 

departments has to be improved, training facilities has to increased/enhanced, gap between 

teaching and practice has to reduced, coordination between LIS schools and the central library 

of the same institution has to be maintained and unemployment and underemployment in the 
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library field are to be addressed properly to see a glorified and better future of Indian 

librarianship.  Further, the various Library Associations can play a vital role in uplifting the 

progress of library movement and librarianship in putting the problems and demands of 

professionals before the Government and enriching the knowledge of professionals by 

imparting training, conference/seminar/workshop/webinar etc. Last but not the least, each 

individual professional also held responsible for future of librarianship in India. The 

‘Individual’ is some time a ‘LIS Teacher’, a working ‘LIS Professionals’, a member of ‘Library 

Association’, etc. So, we have to blame ourselves for our condition whatever we are today and 

what we want to be in future. Therefore, if anybody have to walk an extra mile   or put sincere 

effort for the development and progress of library and library profession in this country, that is 

we as an Individual. Unless we awake, arise and assess ourselves, nobody can help us. It is 

time to think again how we can as an individual contribute to the progress of our profession, 

our fellow professionals and to oneself. It needs introspection and action without self-interest 

at individual level to see a bright, demanding, successful and satisfied library profession who 

is major part of progress of education, business, culture, research etc. and ultimately contribute 

to   national development and progress.
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Today the work of a librarian is not limited to arranging books, but has become a responsible 

and fulfilling task with modern technical knowledge which has made it more convenient. The 

future of the librarians in India is definitely progressive if the situation and work of both the 

libraries and the librarians are analyzed from ancient times to the present time. Librarian have 

made different identity in the field of their work starting from the ancient libraries to recent 

modern digital libraries.  

A librarian’s work is always progressive, in terms of acquiring new knowledge, skill and   

education, which has facilitated them to manage the ever-changing libraries and satisfy the 

document and information needs of users. In modern libraries, users can avail library services 

and use library resources sitting at their own places. 

Due to progressive nature of librarianship, we come across many types of libraries like Video 

Library, Cassette CD Library, Computer Library, Cyber Library, etc. The library requires 

trained professional librarians to manage the future libraries full of technology. This is also 

essential due to following reasons  

a) Management of subject specific libraries (embedded librarianship) 

b) Digitization of Traditional and rare books  

c) Procurement and management of electronic and digital resources 

d) Satisfy ever changing demands of users  

The role of the librarian is constantly changing to meet social and technological needs of 

libraries. A progressive librarian can provide and maintain information in many formats 

including books, electronic resources, magazines, newspapers, audio video recordings, maps, 

manuscripts, photographs, etc. 

The intellectuals of the society who believe that the text material is now available on the 

Internet and they can read it at any time according to their convenience, then it has to be 

accepted that the Internet has a deep impact on the services and resources of the library. 

Children, young, elders, all together or separately, can read books or text materials of their 

choice by downloading them on an app. At the same time to meet these challenges, librarians 

can also preserve all types of text materials in their libraries as much as possible, both digitally 

and in book form. 

In the time of Covid pandemic, librarians played a very proactive role by procuring/ making 

and providing online study materials as much as possible, which indicates that their jobs are

mailto:devsang04@gmail.com
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 not regressive or compulsive. It has also proved wrong the opinions of many intellectuals that 

the Internet and Google can replace the work of librarians and can replace libraries. Librarians 

always possess a progressive attitude and protects its path from misleading and false 

information by giving correct information. The information found on the web is not necessarily 

true and correct, but librarian always tries to provide objective, accurate and correct 

information that meets the needs of the users. 

The future of the librarians will be dynamic and progressive because a librarian gives the 

readers exactly what they need, which Internet or any other modern tools cannot provide.
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Introduction  

Challenges are made of two characters; crisis and unique opportunity. Sometimes a crisis is 

needed to turn challenges into opportunities. When the COVID-19 crisis has begun, turning it 

into an opportunity demands new ways of looking, thinking, and reacting. The COVID-19 

pandemic situation brought information outbreak as an enormous vista for information 

challenge. The significance of libraries and the role of librarians have been perceived as 

providers of accurate information, even in the greatest chaotic situation. The provision of 

authentic information for research and development is always a task in the context of 

multidisciplinary information scenarios. Whereas society is still fighting with the development 

of vaccines, following various rules and regulations, the dependence of researchers on reliable 

information is related to libraries. The resource sharing for dissemination of information and 

research results are some of the significant methods for reaching knowledgeable decisions. 

Realization of various kinds of information needs to provide value-added information is a must 

in the knowledge-driven society. 

 

The challenges and visions 

From a wide range of services such as virtual information services, specifically curated 

information resources based on comprehensive searches, provisions of evidence-based 

information and a channel for referral services, the libraries have been able to support the 

readers’ community. While the services are dependent upon digital technologies and resource 

providers, the collaborations between libraries and publishers have spontaneously emerged as 

the bridge the information gap and digital divide. The accessibility to authentic information 

portals, platforms and provisions through the intranet as well as direct links of publishers’ 

websites has bestowed the readers the ‘information overload’, also. The over-consumption of 

information and information outbreak is also in the scene to create havoc for information 

professionals and educators.
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To add to the gravity of information confusion, the channels like social media, search engines 

and fake websites have been misleading the masses. To check the authenticity is a major task 

before the ‘forwards’ become snowball to proliferate the unreliable information. This kind of 

information exchange can be disastrous while the society has been facing a pandemic situation 

and the education system needs to not only survive, but also risen in the shape of New 

Education Policy (NEP) 2020. In such a scenario, the education system and libraries have to 

function in tandem with the objectives each entity has to achieve. The challenges of 

misinformation, as well as exponential growth of information, can be overcome by the online 

information services, information literacy programmes, reader advisory services, and e-

learning to transmit the recorded knowledge. 

Various modes of learning and Information access: Think digital, not physical  

The role of academic libraries in fulfilling the educational needs of the users in research areas 

as well as serving in unexpected situations has aggravated the various modes of learning. To 

examine the mechanism of academic libraries to cope with uncertain situations and highly 

varied information needs, it has been observed that “new opportunities for libraries offered by 

digital technology” (Zhou, J. 2021). There are needs to identify the “role of academic libraries 

in education, library services in distance learning, and responses of libraries to pandemic 

restrictions” and intricate research related to online library services. The age of digitalization 

has provided support to different modes of learning such as distance learners can access 

information sources online. In the early days of the epidemic, we were overly focused on 

retaining access to our physical collection, which is the most visible consequence when your 

doors close. Where the situation of unexpected lockdown appeared due to COVID-19, learners 

in various streams and modes of education have been compelled to adopt innovative channels 

of information retrieval. Though there are various issues about filling the gaps in the digital 

access, such as “the equipment to accomplish digitalization, whereas organizational and 

cultural barriers aggravate this problem” (Tammaro, 2020); and removal of obsolete 

information material.  The acceleration of the digital transition by the learning methods and 

libraries have switched towards functioning in digital modes, also facilitating remote access, 

and research support services. 

The observations in the form of digital transformation have emerged as an evolutionary process 

in the higher education system in India, where the libraries are part of this journey.  The 

academic inertia and the preponderance have combined the challenges and visions to overcome 

the procedural rigidity in the context of information and communication technologies (ICT). 

This practice is constantly necessary to reach the utmost potential of use. The applications of 

appropriate technologies by various kinds of university libraries have transitioned from print 

to digital due to the factors such as price and portability. Reaching closer to the status of a 

hybrid library in the perspectives of diversity of formats, and involved costs have added great 

value for the university community (1).  The concepts of open access and accessibility of 

information resources free of charge have provided fair solutions to the public funded research. 

The traditional focus of universities (face-to-face contact) has been shifting towards the digital 

platforms to interact and serve the academic community. 
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Remote access to Library services 

The epidemic of the coronavirus has prompted educational institutions all around the world to 

reconsider how they offer learning and research services. For much of this year, with campuses 

closed and libraries inaccessible to teachers and students, providing remote access and 

assistance has been crucial. Telecommuting for learning and libraries has been witnessed at 

large scale during the pandemic situation and later on. The queries in the minds of readers are 

regarding the access of library resources, login to library website/platforms remotely, etc. The 

remote access option supports (2, 3) in many ways, for example, bridging the digital divide, 

reaching out to users in a way that establishes that library resources and services are essential 

(Gardois, Colombi, Grillo, Villanacci, 2012) for the academic pursuits. The remote access is 

helpful in connecting with the academic community (Sukula, Babbar, 2020; Howes, Ferrell, 

Pettys, Roloff, 2021) as well as with colleagues. It also ensures access to library resources for 

the researchers and faculty members with wide expansion of accessibility to e-resources (e-

books, e-journals, databases, government documents) and helps in stay Up-to-Date 

academically. Implementation of virtual service models to continue services remotely for silver 

linings due to virtual resource offerings. 

To train the Library Staff 

The training of library staff has become indispensable due to several factors to align with 

situations and organizational priorities. On boarding as well as “on the job training” are the 

learning opportunities to make it ensuring that library staff as increasing competence for 

augmented work performance. The training may be associated with current needs in context 

with technological balance and as an opportunity for resolving performance concerns. The 

strong connection of library services and training is critical due to meeting the job tasks and 

credibility of library’s commitment towards users. Monitoring library users’ satisfaction (4) is 

also a key factor to decide future areas of training and providing excellent information 

resources. 

Conclusion 

Plato has coined the phrase "Necessity is the mother of invention," and crises like COVID- 19 

pandemic frequently serve as the driving force behind quick improvements in technology, 

legislation, and processes. Every educational system has the same goal. It's about overcoming 

the learning crisis we've already been through and responding to the epidemic we're all dealing 

with. The goal now is to minimise the negative impact of the epidemic on learning and research 

as much as possible, and to build on this experience to return to a path of quicker learning 

development. As education systems deal with the crisis, they must consider how to bounce 

back, with a renewed sense of responsibility among all stockholders with sound understanding 

and sense of urgency about the need to close the opportunity gap and ensure that everyone, be 

it a teacher, student or a research scholar, have equal access to high-quality information. 
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A boatman was ferrying his boat carrying the villagers across a river. The passengers were 

enjoying the ride and facility of going the other side. One day, a relatively more educated man 

happened to be among the passengers. He could not keep confidence on the boatman (as he 

knew something about boating from Google) and kept a hand on the oar the boatman was 

rowing with. Though the boatman did not feel good of this interference, he did not think wise 

to react also. 

Days moved on. The boatman fitted a motor propeller to the boat and equipped himself with a 

proper licence. Now himself and the passengers felt happier for reaching the riverbanks earlier 

and safer while crossing the whirlpools too. That fellow again happened to come and put his 

hand on the handle of the motor propeller the boatman was controlling. This time the fellow 

did not forget to lecture the boatman on how to navigate boat in different situations. The 

boatman did not resist thinking the fellow a valued customer. 

The boatman then purchased a motor launch to carry more passengers safer and faster. Once 

again, the said fellow was among the passengers. No sooner did the launch start up the fellow 

rushed to put his hand on the steering wheel the boatman would control. This time the boatman 

could not help resisting and asked the fellow to let him to take it in his own stride. 

Alas! Could we library professionals venture to check to the interposition of others of our 

positions. The boatman’s story above has an analogy to ours, wherein each one of us is a 

boatman and the library we are managing is boat. The first paragraph looks a lot like library 

having print documents and manual operations or traditional library with novice or untrained 

librarian; the second paragraph like automated one with qualified library professional; and the 

third one like digital library with advanced ICT managed by qualified and skilful library 

professional. But, be the advancement of library to any height or the position of professional 

librarian of any rank, somebody else will be crowned as in-charge (officer in-charge/ OIC or 

professor in-charge / PIC) by the authority that resembles the presence of that fellow on the 

boat.  

If a professional has the qualification and experience to be eligible for the top post, in a 

university library or library of equivalent status, the post knowingly will remain unfilled for 

indefinite period. The only pretext the authority have is nonavailability of qualified or suitable 

person for the post. See, they can find a suitable dean, a director, a professor, a registrar, a 

comptroller or finance officer, an estate officer but not a librarian or chief librarian for their 

library in India where 513 library & information science colleges out of which 187 are
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imparting PG course < https://www.shiksha.com/humanities-social-sciences/library-

information-science/colleges/colleges-india.> and above 74 universities offering PhD— a 

pitiable mockery.  

The tragic thing is, for technical assistant or professional assistant to assistant/deputy librarian, 

qualification of library & information science (LIS) is required but not for the in-charge. They 

may be from any discipline or somebody with equivalent grade of Class-I in case of public 

library. Ludicrously sometime, a deputy librarian of associate professor rank is headed by an 

assistant professor because the latter is from teaching faculty. Even this is not end of the 

quandary, by taking advantage if LIS department is there the authority keep a LIS faculty as 

PIC.  More pathetic is, our own professors who groomed us to become a successful librarian 

in classroom then pose hinderance to our promotion to the top post in that university library in 

the name of carrying out the orders of their authority only. And this implies either of two things: 

they are not producing quality library professionals, or their hunger for power is satiated in a 

big library set up which is not materialized through teaching only. When our Gurudevs are not 

ready to shun this attachment towards the librarian/chief librarian’s seat for the sake of their 

beloved students (?) what will we expect from others.  

The purpose of LIS department in any university is to produce prepared library professional 

who are capable of making their way within educational, technological and cultural changes in 

upcoming times and contribute in nation’s devolvement by providing information support 

system to public life, academic and research fields in the country; not to produce faculty only. 

Occupying the top position of a university library (or equivalent) by the LIS faculty is not only 

a matter of blocking the professional upliftment of their erstwhile students, but it is an unaware 

message to the society that what human resource they are producing are not suitable for top 

jobs.  On the other hand, none of the stakeholders of above library ever bring the matter that 

their library is understaffed, or the LIS professionals are underpaid. One of the oldest 

universities of this author’s home state is running with nil professional staff, but under the 

headship (PIC) of LIS faculty.     

This is the OIC/PIC story.  They may be from any discipline, do not consider to tell the 

authority that managing library as non-professional/non-technical person is not their cup of tea; 

they will rather devote the time for study and research in their own field.  

Looking back to many libraries of nineties of last century, they were having huge documents 

in their collections, though not automated, were managed by the professionals in different 

posts, and of course headed by professional librarians, and many of us at that time were students 

of LIS. Consulting the card catalogue at the entrance of circulation section and finding a 

particular book in the bookstack looked magic. The gangways were frequented by library 

attendants who could tell the availability of a book akin to library catalogue to one’s utter 

astonishment. Finding a classification number in the schedule for an un-expressive title had 

different joy which the OCLC classify cannot give except ambiguity. Searching and finding an 

article in a given journal or evaluating a reference book emoted different sorts of joy. The 

traditional libraries have lost the serenity of their yesteryears. 

https://www.shiksha.com/humanities-social-sciences/library-information-science/colleges/colleges-india
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The preparation and consultation of card catalogue was a cumbersome affair which could be 

now solved by automation software, but number of library staff has drastically been cut off and 

vacant posts are unfilled that have directly affected the maintenance activities and libraries are 

dishevelled. Many libraries are taking up digitization programme to get rid of preservation of 

old documents, monograph, theses and to develop their institutional repositories (IR) but most 

are in half way. And nobody to shoulder the responsibility. In this fashion, the Indian 

librarianship is in regressive way. 

The concept of consortium has of course given boost to the procurement and access of access 

of digital resources in large libraries. Centrally funded libraries have their own fund and 

technical feasibilities to go for e-resources themselves. During the Covid-19 pandemic this 

aspect was of great help. The whole academia came to paralysed position except these libraries 

that could reach to their user community through remote access. This is the progressive way 

the Indian librarianship has shown. But the libraries and librarians in this bracket are very few.  

And the cases of college libraries, school libraries, public libraries are umpteen with 

uncountable problems, in terms of money, manpower and professional matters. The librarians 

under professionals’ obligation manage to works for the organization they serve with many 

huddles and humiliations that cannot be depicted in this small write up. However, to back to 

the theme of the issue, abridgedly to say — under compulsion. 

Summarily speaking, what the Indian librarianship is experiencing— in term of library 

resources is progressive, service and manpower is regressive, and working condition is 

compulsive. 

What about hope and disappointment, then? 

Indian librarianship is still with hope to come out triumphant, though in near future it is not 

about to happen. and disappointment is that, the boatman has his own boat, but no librarian can 

afford to own a library.  
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To work in a library and serve the users by providing their required information is a noble 

profession. We are serving the future citizen, builders of the nation. Whether he/she may be a 

technocrat, doctor, engineer, manager, politician or any other well-reputed profession. They 

achieve this because of their hard work, lifelong learning, and bit of luck; spend more time in 

library with books. Library have been playing a very important role to build their careers. The 

role of the library and librarian play a crucial role in the growth of academic institute and 

society, whether it may be the recognition, the affiliation, or the accreditation. To acquire the 

knowledge everyone depends on the library, it may be public, academic or special library. 

My teachers in my school and college life always advise me “Why you sit under the tree, why 

you chit chat with the fellow friends, time is precious, go to the library and spend this time with 

the books, newspapers and magazines, acquire knowledge and build a good career”. This 

sentence says a lot… It means teacher advised to the student for learning and suggested to visit 

the library regularly. In the old days all are depends on the library for learning, but because of 

the development of the internet the footfall in the library declines but the number of users of 

the library increases. Even the work culture of the library also changes drastically. However, 

we foolish people blame ourselves and could not understand our importance. 

Today, library means we consider as a physical library but it is hybrid library. Technology 

changes the present society and we have to change according to the technology, then only we 

will sustain, otherwise, we will be in back bench. Therefore, a librarianship profession is 

progressive in nature and library is a growing organism. Library should not work as a facilitator 

only but it grows with innovative ideas and technologies. 

Recent pandemic made us expert in online platform i.e., how to subscribe, how to access, how 

to search and many more. All the institutions from primary to the higher education are 

depending on the online resources whether it is free or paid. The higher authorities of the 

institution instructed to their concerned librarian to decide how we can help to each of their 

student. We the people came forward and provided the different types of support to the teaching 

and student fraternity. We are learning a lot relating to open-source information, remote access 

facility, online classes, content management, discovery services, research tools… We the 

librarian have given more information about the different open-source e-resources to the 

student and teachers, so they utilize it properly and teach to the student very well.  

Today, all higher educational institutions are giving more emphasis on the Research & 

Development (R&D). All institutions need a good rank or score in the NIRF and other

mailto:sibagiet14@gmail.com
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 accreditation agency like NAAC, NBA even in some international accreditation agency. To 

achieve this, an institution has to fulfill so many criteria and one of the most important 

requirements is the publication, paten and funding. A librarian of an institute plays a pioneer 

role in the R & D. A librarian initiates and finalizes the subscription of the print/e-journals and 

other online resources. He/she fulfills the request of the scholars or researchers relating to the 

subscribed content and beyond it also. He provides information about the call for the research 

proposals published by the different department at different time. Besides the basic duties 

librarian act as service provider of research support in an institution therefore, a librarianship 

profession is progressive in nature. 

Recently, United Nations (UN) published its agenda for 2030. It highlights the role of the 

library to implement its objectives in the different fields like ending poverty, ensure healthy 

lives and promote well-being for all at all ages, gender equality and empower all women and 

all girls, promote sustainable economic growth, end hunger and food security, ensure quality 

education, water management and sanitation for all, industrialization and faster innovation, 

reduce inequality among all countries, develop safe resilient and sustainable cities, peaceful 

societies, reduce inequalities among the nation, sustainable consumption and production 

patterns, conserve the water resource. It believes that increasing access to information and 

knowledge across society, assisted by the availability of information and communications 

technologies (ICT), supports sustainable development and improves people’s lives. 

IT is mentioned these above points because how the international organisation like UN gives 

important to the library but it is quite different in our nation. The importance of library and 

library profession is little bit difference. In India, the profession of library i.e., librarian or 

others is not by choice but by chance. The underestimation of librarian in an institution is 

common factor in India. Few or countable number of students pursuing the library science as 

their first choice. Therefore, it can be said, choosing librarianship as a profession is by 

compulsion not by choice.  

The new National Education Policy (NEP) at point 21.9 and 21.10 gives priority to the library 

and librarian. It highlights services of library mentioned which is an important part of education 

service in providing resources in print, digital, and personnel. We have to work in holistic 

environment both academic and non-academic level. It emphasizes on the library and books. It 

highlights the accessibility of books is essential and create a reading habit within our 

communities and educational institutions. It gives importance to library by strengthening and 

modernizing by ensuring the adequate supply of books including the person with physical 

disabilities. The center and state government will take the necessary steps to make accessible 

and affordable to all including socio-economically disadvantaged area as well as rural and 

urban areas. It gives importance to avail the books in local languages and available of the 

library staff. It also emphasize on strengthening all existing libraries, setting up rural libraries, 

reading room in the disadvantaged areas,. Steps may be taken to enhance online accessibility 

of library books and strengthening the digital libraries.  

It highlights “For ensuring vibrant libraries in communities and educational institutions, it will 

be imperative to make available adequate library staff and also devise appropriate career 

pathways and CPD (Continuous Professional Development) for them. Other steps will include 
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strengthening all existing libraries, setting up rural libraries and reading rooms in 

disadvantaged regions, making widely available reading material in Indian languages, opening 

children’s libraries and mobile libraries, establishing social book clubs across India and across 

subjects, and fostering greater collaborations between education institutions and libraries.” 

Finally, it gives importance to the technology, online courses/modules, online books and ICT 

equipped libraries. In conclusion, it can be expressed that NEP gives more importance to the 

libraries and library people. However, after selecting a path by compulsion or by choice, we 

have to be specialist or expert on it, not to repent every time. To be an expert in the library and 

information profession we have to be a lifelong learner, optimistic in nature, learn from our 

failures and not to be more enthusiastic in success. We have to learn latest or today’s 

technology, adopt the path of successful people to whom you think as Guru or teacher; acquire 

more qualifications, so that you are eligible for different posts of LIS and can face the 

competition; try attend the conference, webinar, workshop for learn new concepts and make 

new friends, increase your digital and information literacy, creativity, leadership; and finally 

increase the number of pages and weight of your resume. One should be an information curator 

and coach. Start it from today, not wait for tomorrow. 
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A librarian is a person who works in a library building and is responsible for acquiring, 

organising, and maintaining written documents, as well as assisting readers in finding the 

information they require. Influenced by advances in computing and communications during 

the last decades of the 20th century, this landscape has changed rapidly. It is a new opportunity 

for librarian to move from conventional library collections to digital collections. ICT and 

associated technologies have provided the librarian with a new role to play, allowing them to 

serve better the society with more concrete information than ever before. The diversified 

information overload and the changing information seeking behavior of library users pose a 

professional challenge. By this, the professional identity is affected by technological changes 

as well as societal and cultural phenomena. To cope with this, additional abilities are required 

for the librarians besides core professional knowledge. The librarians’ functions are becoming 

increasingly complex, making it harder to strike a balance between generalist and expert level 

of skills.  

 

This new information environment presents a challenge for libraries, which deals with the 

developments from two perspectives. Firstly, the information environment is shifting, posing 

new challenges for collection development and administration, as well as the integration of 

physical and virtual environments. Secondly, the library user is evolving, putting new demands 

on library functions such as mobile and participative services. This has consequences for the 

library profession and the fundamental abilities needed to operate in a library. 

 

The availability vast sources of information on the Internet presents a threat and opportunity 

for librarians. Librarians who are the traditional gatekeepers of knowledge are at risk if they 

are not familiar with the latest development in IT and its use in their daily routine life. On the 

other hand, the ICT has rejuvenated librarianship with new responsibilities in the digital age. 

 

Role of Librarian in ICT Era 

The roles, responsibilities and working environment of librarians have changed drastically in 

the Information Communication Technology (ICT) Era. The Internet has influenced the 

personal and professional librarianship. Since the establishment of USMARC in last of 1960s, 

and the resulting emergence of online catalogues, librarians have been prompted by technical 

advancements to become more effective organiser, indexer, abstractors and archivist, in 

addition to assuming new responsibilities of mediator, instructor, website maker, researcher, 

interface designer, and knowledge manager. The following role the librarian is to take up as:
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Librarian as Search intermediary 

Despite the fact that academicians and researchers are becoming ICT savvy day by day, the 

role of librarians as search intermediary to provide required information and to train end users 

to use various library resources and tools has increased tremendously. 

 

Librarian as researcher 

Librarians have a unique knowledge of breath and depth of information resources in various 

specialist and highly skilled in research process. Librarians can increasingly take part in 

research activities by searching, analysing and providing right information needed for research. 

They can also effectively manage the statistical data and references related to any field of 

research.  

 

Librarian as Website Creator 

Librarians' skills in finding, assessing, and arranging material can be immensely valuable in 

the construction and content filling of the library's website. While creating a web page the role 

of the Librarian is to disseminate details about the library and the services it provides, working 

hours, details of library team members, library rules, and an interface to OPAC etc. 

 

Librarian as Strainer of Information Resources 

Regularly, Strainer is depicted as programs to extract obscure, substantial, and significant 

designs, affiliations, changes, peculiarities, and rules from expansive databases. This is also 

known as "Data Mining”. We access vast information resources from Internet. The term " 

Strainer " may be utilized for the skilled librarian who makes a difference by making sense to 

the resources. The future is for those professionals who control the sifting, looking, and sense 

creating tools to help people explore the Internet's various sectors. 

 

Librarian as Knowledge Manager 

Knowledge management entails identifying and analysing existing and required knowledge, as   

well as planning and controlling actions to generate knowledge assets in order to achieve 

organisational goals. Librarians can be effectively engaged in the knowledge creation process 

as part of a Knowledge Management system. The establishment of a knowledge centre in an 

organisation typically entails contributions from three groups of experts: users, knowledge 

professionals, and technological experts. Librarians, managers, archivists, and other knowledge 

professionals are among them. Librarians who aspire to be Knowledge Managers or 

professionals should have a diverse set of skills and be able to perform at a high level. 

 

Librarian as Plagiarism Detector: 

Currently, librarians and library professionals can prevent plagiarism by using anti-plagiarism 

software in newly submitted PhD theses, MPhil dissertations, research papers, and project 

reports by researchers at their respective universities. 

 

e-Publishing 

In the digital era, library professionals can be engaged in publication of institutional/library 

newsletters, CAS bulletins, lists of new arrivals, yearly reports, library manuals, etc. 
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The role of librarians is continuously changing. Although it is difficult to predict what will 

happen in the future librarianship, it can be said that librarian’s services are indispensable 

because they have the necessary ability to manage various information sources and users of 

various categories. 
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There is a general feeling or apprehension among the experts in the world of library 

professionals that the role of librarians will be insignificant in the Internet age. This 

apprehension is totally unfounded, in fact, their roles will not diminish in Internet age, provided 

they learn and evolve themselves better for future age. The library professionals have to know 

and use new tools and technologies in order to provide user centric services as per need of the 

society and institutions where they lived in. They are expected to provide services beyond the 

four walls of libraries, wherever, whatever and whenever the users need them. This can be 

easily done if the library professionals are prepared to learn and implement new tools and 

technologies in their day-to-day work. There is a phenomenon of information deluge which 

means that there is too much of information and the users are overwhelmed with it. At this 

juncture, the library professionals have to play a significant role for changing themselves with 

the community where they serve for betterment. They are required to tell the users that 

everything available on the Internet may or may not be reliable and usable. They have to teach 

the users how to navigate the Internet and evaluate the quality of information which they find. 

The library professionals have to use their skills and expertise to be the gate keepers of essential 

knowledge, to guide users and community members through an ever-expanding on-line world. 

They are also expected to perform an active role in creating, promoting and implementing new 

models of scholarly information diffusion such as institutional repositories (ETDs), etc. In this 

Internet age, the library professionals are cyber guides besides being the custodians of 

knowledge. They are required to: 

• Act as value-adding information professionals 

• Adopt and integrate digital services with traditional ones 

• Have good negotiation skills. They have to negotiate with vendors in order to finalize the 

license of e-journals, online databases for remote access; make consortia agreements for 

economical subscription prices 

• Have the skills to convince authorities to grant funds for digital projects  

• Know the latest technological developments and be knowledgeable enough to know how 

to harness the potential of technological tools for providing efficient services to the users 

• Ensure access to e-resources both on- site and off- site. They should know about different 

print and online resources and have the skill to develop and maintain a sound collection 

keeping in view the objectives of the parent organization  

• Develop a close working relationship with the users for providing individual and 

personalized services 

• Use web 2.0 tools like blogs, podcasts, vodcasts for providing services and connecting to 

the users. 
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• Arrange, procure, organize and maintain content in alternate formats for visually- 

challenged users. They should also ensure that the library as a physical place is accessible 

to the physically- challenged users, 

• Have good interpersonal skills in order to work with others in an amicable manner, and  

• Have good managerial and communication skills.  

They should be able to analyse, take judicious decisions, and know when to look for guidance. 

They have to promote their services among the users. They should know how to communicate 

with the users and satisfy them with their services, Thus, it can be seen that library professionals 

have a challenging role to play in the Internet age. Their role is not static, but is constantly 

evolving with time and strides of the technological developments. Library professionals will 

have a major role to play in future, no matter how much advancement in technology takes 

place. As technological development can never become a substitute for the “human interface” 

provided by the library professionals. 

Library for 2040: Thrilling Technologies 

Life at the start of the new millennium was completely unalike today and filled with technology 

that is no longer known to the modern generation. Landlines, floppy disks, VCRs, phonebooks, 

copiers, film camera went from awesome to obsolete. 

Let’s us imagine how fascinating 2040 could be: 

• Computers/laptops will be thin and practically weightless. Even foldable, or roll-able, 

enabling you store it easily and activate it seeming from nowhere. 

• Remote business meetings will be conducted virtually as standard, travel might become 

purely recreational. 

• Wearable gadgets will also act as medical warning devices to prompt disorders and take 

required actions in the nick of time. 

• 3D printing will be used to construct buildings, structures and some products within a 

matter of hours/days which currently take months and years to do. 

• Artificial Intelligence will make you believe the world revolves around you. As you 

talk, discuss, act – AI will surround you with options and suggestions, actionable at a 

tap or a wink. AI will resemble RI (Real Intelligence). 

• Robots and Cobots – most of the routine workforce will be replaced robots partially or 

completely giving rise to the term Cobots i.e., Colleagues that are Robots. 

• Typing on gadgets may be redundant and will be replaced by voice commands, gestures 

and may be even thought controls. 

• People’s job profiles will change... they will need to work less and most routine and 

hazardous work will be covered by robots. 

• Delivery of library services by electronic mail and new technology will take place. 

• Virtual cloud-on-the go. Data and information might be available virtually as air. 

Everything on the go will take on a literal meaning and the ‘connect’ will be 

meaningless of your gadgets. Imagine wherever you are – an in elevator, a car or an 

airplane, data will just more seamlessly. 
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Thus, the role of LIS professionals in future Internet age will be full of challenges and 

competitive. The only way for LIS professionals is to adopt the present and future technological 

changes applicable in libraries and be a confident user of the new technologies to manage 

modern libraries and provide required library services to users.
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Introduction 

The education system is experiencing a thematic alteration post introduction of the ICT into it. 

To be precise, in the conclusive years of the last century, the newly emerged technical 

revolution has left an imperative impact on the teaching and learning arena especially the 

pedagogical discourses such as, research and development sections of the academy to the 

highest. To its addition, in the last two decades of the current century, the means of 

communication or the method and quality of learning, both have been through a vigorous 

transformation. As a result, the academic community in particular are constantly in much hurry 

to receive précised and accurate piece of information on hourly basis. The situation is directly 

affecting service deliverance schema of the academic libraries and challenging the librarians 

to persuade their conventional role of information providers. Being liable for delivering 

appropriate and precise information the professionals need to work on the predictable part they 

are playing in the academia. 

The Predicament 

Evolution is inevitable. It is the only process that occurs uninterruptedly since the inception.  

In the technological and educational front as well, changes have had taken place in regular 

intervals. Contemporarily, inclusion of technology into academia is the key matter to be 

handled with precaution. As the technical revolution has smacked the educational environment 

to the fullest, internet sources and web has become a standardised replacement of the libraries. 

In this era of accessing information within no time, the service rendering progression of an 

academic librarian has to be questioned. It is an appealing topic to debate on, since almost 

everything is available in the web and one can share information quite easily with the help of 

resources on the web and discard the conventional mode of the libraries. Whether we like it or 

not, this question would arise time and again and being a professional librarian, we have to 

validate our roles as an inseparable part of the learning system.  

 Role Alteration 

Gone are those days when the resources of a library were accessible only through the walk-in 

process or with an absolute physical presence of the users. In this age of digital revolution, they 

are hardly visiting the library premises, in spite, successfully using the library collection and 

beyond. Searching of relevant information was never so rapid and convenient. To be pragmatic, 

till date, in the academic circle, the efficiency and efforts of a librarian is not considered to be 

as prominent as other academicians. That definitely tags a concrete reasonability. To counter 

the scenario and provide the profession a meaningful validation, we, as librarians need to work 

on it and a distinctive and creative strategy has to be developed.  For that, a librarian must move
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out of the walls of the library building and collaborate with academics to serve proactively to 

the users. The statement ‘Replacement of some professionals can never be done such as a 

Librarians’ needs a strong backing up. Although, the search engines and web-based 

technologies have been much popular among the academic community, it can merely 

complement the existence of an academic librarian and vice versa. In many higher academic 

institutes in India, administrators are still hiring highly paid library professionals and this 

provides the ground for the aforesaid statement to be true. There need to more and more 

research on how the role of a librarian can be supplementary and best suited in to assist the 

academicians as well as the user community.   

As long as the professionals would be practicing the traditional mode of reference services, 

users will no longer be interested in visiting the library on a daily or weekly basis. Libraries 

and librarians badly need a methodical sketch of a getaway plan which will let them prosper 

and help them in enhancing the possibilities of rendering a customised service plan to their 

distinctive clientele base. However, these days, fortunately academic institutions have started 

believing in ‘library as a service and not only as a space’. The goal of librarianship should 

budge from just being a responsive service provider to act as a proactive partner. The pros and 

cons derived due course would certainly guide the professionals interested in engaging 

themselves to a meaningful service providing system. 

Conclusion 

The responsive disposition of an academic librarian can be altered by adopting few 

transformations in the personal as well as professional level. With the assistance of the 

constantly upgrading information and communication technology, the professionals can 

proactively involve them in the pedagogical as well as research initiatives. There exist plenty 

of such instances where the academic libraries are accommodating changes successfully. It has 

previously been adapted by librarians across the world and contemporarily being done as well. 

Customisation of library services did exist since generations. Although, such kind of initiatives 

require encouragements from the authorities, participation from the pedagogical front and lots 

of effort from the originators, the end product of the mission would specifically beneficial for 

the entire academia.  
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Librarianship is a noble and glorious profession. A librarian to be a successful professional 

must keep the “Seven Lamps of Conduct” such as impersonal book selection, service before 

self, split-mind, sympathetic behavior, tactful manner, hard labour and perseverance, and 

scholarship.  The libraries are changing from storehouse of books to dynamic service center. 

Present and future library services must be users oriented. Today libraries give access to an 

incomprehensible cluster of information resources available in various formats. Librarians of 

tomorrow will also need to have a deep understanding of open science, virtual reference 

services, cloud computing, scientometrics, altmetrics, mobile based library services and text 

mining. Librarians should be able to use expert systems and robotics, internet of things, 

augmented reality tools, semantics, artificial intelligence and machine learning in their daily 

jobs. We need to ask ourselves that why the readers are not coming to library and they are more 

diverted towards Internet and Google for browsing library resources. There are many reasons 

behind it. The future of the librarian profession seems clear if it is multifaceted and conditional. 

The profession will no doubt pursue a common strategy and federal structure. Individuals will 

continue to flow in and out of the profession at various levels and stages of their careers. For 

the entire profession, the main challenge is to capture the various information technologies of 

the future and the teams that serve them. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the general form of 

the future library profession. Every professional librarian must develop an understanding of the 

concept of fair use and be prepared to apply it for the benefit of the consumer. We will need to 

strike a balance between printing and digital documents. The role and scope of the library has 

been expanded. In fact, we are in a long line on the internet. The future library will be virtual 

library where there will be no physical documents, no physical boundary line, and no physical 

space. It requires cyberspace, e-documents, e-books, e-databases, e-journals; e-resources web 

links, ICT, smart user and smart librarian. The user expectations are so high and changeable in 

nature. The effectiveness of library services is where horizontal and vertical lines intersect. 

Information needs vary from person to person, from place to place, and from time to time. We 

need to focus more on personalization and personalization in the digital context.  

 

1. Challenges and Opportunities of Library and Information Science Professionals: 

With rise of e-documents and e-libraries, the job of library professionals has been challenged 

and increased in nature of multitask.  These challenges connect to managing the organization, 

knowledge organization, e-storage, internet browsing, subject organization, information 

management, and marketing the use of libraries networks. Library and Information 

professionals (LIPs) will have to work as organizer, leader, manager and facilitator.  The 

Information Technology and www have paved the path to LIPs for many opportunities. The 

scenario has been changed from traditional library service to e- library service, where the e-

resources can be accessed by 24x7 round the clock with 365 days access. LIPs are capable of 
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providing universal access to local knowledge. In the same way, we can gain knowledge and 

information of the world through the Internet by giving us the right will, skills and approach. 

With the impact of information communication technologies, we have e-libraries as well as 

information networks. 

Librarian has to know seven things to survive in this profession. These are: 

• Subject knowledge 

• Communication skills 

• Academic record sound in early/later/whole part  

• Official letter drafting 

• Application of ICT in library 

• Showing proper hospitality to the readers  

• Quality service and rich e-resources and print resources 

 

2. Library Activities and Users Expectations: 

Libraries have been compelled to meet the rising expectations of the users in an era of shrinking 

budgets.  Technology factor has introduced and exactness in numerous spheres of library 

activities like making choices for systems administration to give access to limitless store of 

electronic information and for automation of various housekeeping operations, yet this has 

likewise added to the weight of tight library resources, as funds need to channelize for buying 

of equipment and infrastructure for IT based services. Other than this, the library managers 

need to adapt up to outdated nature and similarity of hardware and software which includes lot 

of investment. The sheer amount of information accessible electronically is itself a challenge 

to the library proficient. A percentage of the users are profoundly techno savvy, consequently 

all the more requesting furthermore now and again disappointed with the level of service they 

get. The paradox of modern libraries is that the user’s computer proficiency ranges from least 

to the most elevated amount and the staff needs to make available services to all the categories 

of users. Subsequently the preparation of the staff for effective utilization of IT services is 

extremely significant 

 

3.  Key challenges and changes faced by the libraries  

Some key challenges and changes faced by todays libraries are:  

• Decreasing footfalls, Internet vs. print media 

• Now users are not willing to visit the library to study and photocopying service 

decreased because of availability to e-resources. 

• Library staff aided circulation system supplanted with RFID empowers circulation 

system.  Accessibility of e-journals back volumes of journals is very less in use.  

• 70-80% of library budget are spending for subscriptions of e-resources 

• Due to accessibility of e-resources, numerous sections have blended/shut  

• Libraries are giving more electric amenities and Wi-Fi access points in the library for 

portable computer connection and Internet access  

• CCTV surveillance system for library resources  

• Due to space problem a large portion of the academic libraries are subscribing e-

resources rather than print based collection aside from course books  

• Libraries are running under-staff because of retirement however no new enrolment.  
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• Institute's authorities are not persuading to recruit new library staff because of 

availability of online resources and services. The rapid development of technology 

combined with information and communication technology (ICT) in the modern 

information society has enabled educational institutions to manage efficiently both 

traditional and e-resources by following the path of changing information 

infrastructure and changing user needs.  

 

4.  Update knowledge and skill by LIS professionals 

a) The library needs to continuously train its staff to meet the IT needs. This will decrease 

the speed at which their work is distributed to other people who are not within the scope 

of the library work. These include database management, website design, software 

management and installation. 

b) Librarians in the training must highlight commercial scopes in the subject of LIS. Such 

opportunities consist of indexing and reference, research aids, analysis, database 

management, and more. 

c) Librarians should not rely solely on what they learn at school / institute / university. 

The tent of their knowledge must spread to other subjects. The librarian must be "Jack 

of all professions, master of all things." Content they must have specific information in 

all disciplines of human effort. 

d) Using information retrieval skills. Librarians need to regularly update their retrieval 

skills. Yesterday's skills may not be enough for today's challenges. As information 

management becomes more complex every day, librarians need to update their skills 

and be able to sift wheat from the shore, and this will make you a knowledgeable 

librarian rather than a knowledge user. 

e) This will increase the value of libraries, librarians and librarians in general need 

effective persuasion and advocacy to raise funds to maintain information technology. 

f) Future Librarians - Diverse and Complex Professionals: Obviously, there are many 

changes and challenges related to library work in social media. Existing information 

chains and advertising patterns are disrupted and individual information practices are 

changing. The key for future LIS professionals seems to be to understand trends and 

predict consequences. Technological change is leading the way 

- New information behavior (linking, breaking interactions) 

-Recent research practices and processes (electronic science, communication science) 

- New templates for information (new entrants, open access, expensive e-publishing) 

- New digital collection (research data, electronic publication) 

-New library service (included in teaching and research) 

-New libraries that support the development and change above 

The conservative nature of the librarian does not give the library the best starting point. There 

is a need to change from a responsive model to an active model and an innovative approach. 

 

5. Role of Library Associations for Future Librarianship: 

 

All national level and state level library associations should be eligible for accreditation for 

LIS courses. Library associations should be non-partisan and real work is needed in the 
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workplace. They should be under one umbrella and raise the voice to both governments (central 

and state) regarding standard education in LS, fill all vacancies, create new posts in 

organizations like KVS, NVS, Library of Congress, all states Central State Library, Parliament 

Library, University, College, High School, and Special Research Organization such as IMMT, 

ISER, NISER, IITs, and IIMs. The president of the association meets with government 

institutions such as the Minister of Education and the Prime Minister for the future professional 

development of libraries in this digital age. Librarianship is a multitasking profession that 

imbibes best practices from many other disciplines. Librarians must master technology that 

helps digitalise, automate and introduce content management systems to institutional 

repositories. They must be abreast with research tools such as data analytics, data visualization, 

effective information and data search/retrieval, reference management tools, as well as identify 

plagiarism and create awareness about academic integrity, Kanamadi says. 

 

6. Role of various Library stack holders for the development of Libraries and 

Librarianship 

 

• Library Science policy makers should make policy for better quality of service towards 

readers, provision for sound budget, scope for better employee opportunity, and 

implement one nation one standard LIS syllabus. 

• Library science faculty should impart better value-based education with 

communication skill, letter drafting, ICT skill 

• Unemployed library professionals, library fresh pass out students, LIS faculties, library 

working professionals and library associations should come in one umbrella and 

actively participated for implementing full-fledged library legislation Act which was 

passed since 2000 in Odisha. 

Library and information science (LIS) practitioners in India are facing a unique threat from 

cutting edge e-learning and knowledge organization approaches, prompting librarians to call 

for a revamp of the traditional academic discipline.  

 

The future of Indian library is progressive because different types of resources in different 

formats, in different shapes and sizes are growing. The name of resources, the name of library, 

name of librarian may be called in different forms. The users remain constant but their thinking 

process and demand for using resources are in different. The future of Indian librarianship 

depends upon four pillars: library, librarian, reader and resources.  

 

• Toddy’s library will have large cooled servers, whirring digital archives linked through 

digital networks with machines for copying and distribution.  

• The librarian should be dynamic, dedicated, hard worker, user centric, ICT enabled, 

good communicator, service oriented and technocrat. The modern librarian is smart librarian 

who knows different types of web resources and connected to the library networks can access and 

facilitate to the smart reader for using universe of e-resources.  

• Reader: The readers of library should be smart and use virtual resources of the library 

with speedy, accuracy and value based. The importance of the reader remains in focus.  

• Resources: In modern library, the resources are in print and electronics e-databases, 

ETD, CD, DVD, e-journals, e-books, web-based resources, etc. 
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The LIS faculties will boost to forthcoming students with having ICT knowledge, Web 

browsing of different network resources, how to write drafting, trained with good 

communication skills, sound knowledge in subject areas, virtual libraries, different e-databases, 

types e-format, interview skills etc. The LIS associations should help to LIS professions in 

different ways means & methods like, training, conference, vacant posts should fill up, write 

to state Govt. and GOI for welfare of LIS profession and motivated to the political leaders for 

creating more post in different areas, govt. departments. The head of different organisation 

should initiate importance library resources, library fund, library staff, and library services. The 

Library Associations, LIS faculties, Library experts, library professionals should make library 

staff patterns and send memorandum to government for making approvals staff patterns.  If 

four pillars of library are dynamic, pro-active. Then the future of Indian librarianship will be 

progressive. 
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Introduction 

Libraries and similar institutions collect, preserve, process, organize, disseminate, and 

distribute document-based information and knowledge. The functions of libraries such as the 

management of information and knowledge are extremely valuable as they are very important 

for all aspects of human development. Modern society is a digital information society, in which 

information and knowledge forces are tPhe central tools of the direction of change. 

 

The digital age has transformed the traditional library system into modern libraries. The library 

collections are also changing towards digital media from traditional media. Accordingly, the 

library professionals are to be updated with the latest Information Communication Technology 

(ICT) used in the libraries. The many changes in development over time have a significant 

impact on librarians and information professionals in terms of work options, self-image, 

motivation, managerial abilities, and even survival. 

 

Libraries in Digital Era 

The increasing transition toward digital dissemination of information over a worldwide 

communications infrastructure is a key element in the expansion of libraries. This suggests a 

transformation in the library's traditional role as a repository and approved service for printed 

publications to one of a network service provider with digital information resources. 

The characteristics of the digital libraries are as follows: 

a) All information will be published and transmitted digitally in the future; the library's 

services will be mostly concentrated on digital, networked information rather than 

printed material. 

b) Library users will access the library via the internet; remote access will take 

precedence over on-site access. This has significant consequences for user support and 

services. 

c) The library can no longer depend on internal printed collection only because most 

information will be stored on the network, and many searches, access, and delivery 

technologies will also be incorporated into the network. The focus will be on the 

accessibility of information rather than collection. This means that a library's standing 

will be determined by the quality of its services and support rather than the quantity 

of its physical collection.
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Challenges and Opportunities for Library and Information Science Professionals 

The work of libraries and information specialists has grown in tandem with the rise of digital 

archives and libraries, and the obstacles have multiplied. Collection management, information 

organization, digital preservation, online search, content management and knowledge 

management are all concerns that should be handled as the use of libraries and networks 

increase. Managers, administrators, and organizers all require Information Communication 

Technology (ICT) enabled devices. The conventional boundaries of space and time have been 

dissolved since data has become accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Competent 

library personnel can effectively handle these issues and constraints. A qualified library and 

information specialist must have a strong knowledge base, relevant abilities, and an active, 

positive mindset. All librarians should have these qualities, activities and qualifications etc. to 

get in the librarian vacancies in future. If this is not done, the future of the librarian will be in 

difficulty. There is no need to be worried about the future of libraries and library professionals 

if the professionals will get the required qualities. 

 

Role of LIS Education 

While designing the program and curriculum of study, the LIS schools and Faculty members 

have no choice but to consider changes and advancements. The program should focus on 

educating students to work as digital librarians and information professionals. In addition to 

basics of library science, students in library science must possess expertise in latest trends of 

libraries and ICT. 

 

Conclusion 

It is fact that status and positions of libraries and library professionals have not changed in a 

desired way as expected. Also, libraries will gradually change towards digital environment. 

The most potential issue is how to manage change in libraries so that they can provide the 

required services to their users with the available resources. Accordingly, LIS professionals 

need to update and prepare themselves. 
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The library plays a vital role in the dissemination and sharing of information. In digital era, 

technological advancement has added a new feature to the library, and improving the libraries 

would make society advanced. Smart libraries are the new concept having technological 

advancements like cloud computing, RFID application, mobile apps for the library, Internet of 

Things, robots in the library, etc. A robot is an electro-mechanical device capable of doing a 

series of complex and hazardous actions automatically. Generally, robots are programmable 

and guided/controlled by an external control device or embedded in a control program within 

the robot. 

 

The application of robots in libraries can save human efforts and time. By using robots in 

library operations can also enhance the services of a library because the robots are the 

programmable agent which can perform the assigned library operation with high efficiency, 

speed, and accuracy. Many libraries are using robots in complex and time-consuming 

operations instead of humans. Robots can be used for sorting, replacing the books on the shelf, 

scanning of books and in the library having huge collection robots are used for the inventory 

purpose. Libraries can also use a drone controlled with a robot for the surveillance of the library 

and for the delivery of books to the nearest locality. Now a days talking robots are placed at a 

different section of the library as a user guide to interact with the user for helping them. 

Frequently asked questions (FAQs) of users can also be answered by the robot. 

 

For example, the Yamanaka public library's robot named ‘Pepper’ is used for displaying library 

guidance. The Temasek Polytechnic Library's ‘Robbie’ robot can scan over 32000 pages per 

day. Another robot from the same library, ‘Bobbie’ can deliver materials such as newspapers, 

magazines, and brochures, as well as welcome and direct users to various locations. Koro is a 

robot placed at the library of Konan University for user guidance and another robot named ‘An-

San’ for the reference service at the same university.

(‘An-San’ at the library of Konan University)
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Library operations involve a huge number of manual works which can be done by robots 

effectively in less time. Indian libraries are lacking technological advancement, they should 

adopt artificial intelligence like robots, drones to enhance the services to fulfil the user needs. 

Also, implementation of robotics and artificial intelligence can revolutionise the contemporary 

library situation in India. LIS field needs to go with the advanced technologies for progressive 

librarianship. 
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According to Ranganathan’s 5th Law of Library Science “Library is a growing organism”, 

growth in libraries in terms of collection, users, staff etc are inevitable. To keep pace with the 

changing library environment, Librarians have to introduce Information & Communication 

Technologies for the day-to-day activities / services of the library such as acquisition, 

cataloguing, classification etc. Many libraries have shifted from the manual method to fully 

computerized/ automated or digital library. The advancement of ICT has also brought resources 

in new format viz. e-books, e-journals, e- database etc.  

Skills required for future Librarians  

From ancient time the libraries were treated as the storehouse of books and the librarians were 

treated as the keepers/ custodians of books. But with the advent of IT and its application in 

libraries, these are now considered as the knowledge / information centre and the librarians are 

like knowledge/ information managers. As per the recommendations of the National 

Knowledge Commission and the new National Educational Policy-2020 the librarians have to 

acquire new skills for better library services in the future. The changing dimensions of 

librarianship are discussed below.  

1. Change Management: The Educational Policies is changing with the need of the hour. The 

Librarian should adapt and implement the policies with the libraries e.g. the librarian must 

adopt and make necessary changes in the library according to the National Educational Policy- 

2020. 

2. Good Communicator: Communication is considered very much vital for providing 

information. Thus, it is very much essential for information professionals to be a good 

communicator, as they should be informative, accurate, explicit and very specific while 

providing information.    

3. Managerial Skills: Due to the information explosion it is very difficult to acquire all 

resources of every field in a library. To fulfill the information needs of the hour the role of 

librarian is very much vital for acquiring, locating, disseminating and tracking all the 

information resources which are available in different formats. This may include searching of 

e-resources and database, knowledge in various library networks, Inter Library Loans (ILL), 

observing Internet chat & newsgroup or maintenance of a computerized / digitized library 

information system. All the above tasks involve managerial skills which are analogous to the 

corporate information center managers.
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4. Digital Literacy/ IT Expert: Due to the emergence of new technologies and the information 

are available in multiple sources, the library & information professionals must be very much 

acquainted with the new Information & Communication Technologies. They should also be 

able to make their users information.   

5. Information Analyst: In the upcoming time all the information and resources are going to 

be available digitally. Thus, the role of librarian is going to very much viral for examining the 

originality and authenticity of the information which are available in different sources and 

formats.  

Conclusion 

The LIS profession is at a decisive point. Even though most of the information resources are 

available in electronic / digital formats but it is also the responsibility of the library & 

information centers to meet the diverse needs (e.g., the print resources) of its user community. 

The advancement of ICT has changed the functioning and services of library & information 

centers. Accordingly, the services of library & information centers have reached beyond the 

library walls.  The users of the library/ information center can access the available resources 

remotely. Thus, keeping in view of the above changes in the libraries / information centers, the 

Librarians / Information Managers have to cope with the new ICT for providing better services 

to their users.  
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The future of Indian Librarianship is definitely progressive, because today’s work culture and 

environment of libraries is completely changed. Now libraries are not the store house of 

information and librarian is not a custodian and his work is not confined to only circulation of 

documents. Libraries and librarians work is not limited within walls. Technology has occupied 

every sphere of libraries.  In this technological environment role of librarian is also very 

challenging and versatile. Librarians cannot limit his/her knowledge. Being a professional, 

librarians must know the recent tools, trends and technologies which are involved in libraries. 

If as librarian we resist to learn new things, definitely we will be replaced and sent back. 

Emergence of information technology proved a boon for library community. By learning new 

things, we can easily fulfill the requirements of users. We can make surprise our users by 

providing their desired information in no time.  

 

No doubt today due to advent of information technology and availability of Internet people 

think that they may search their desired information by their own and they do not need to come 

to library, but they do not know in search of relevant information they may retrieve a lot of 

such information which are not relevant to them and they may be stuck in the pool of unwanted 

results, besides they do not know the authenticity of retrieved information. In this point a 

librarian may prove a sailor who can save them from such a pool. Librarians know where to 

get authentic and desired information. Presently there are so many open access resources of 

renowned publishers and institutions are available on Internet as well as libraries also subscribe 

some e-resources individually or through consortium. Librarians can guide their users to use 

these resources in a meaningful way. With the help of IT tools and techniques librarians become 

a magician to the user community. 

 

So now librarian can play a role of knowledge manager, information scientist, information 

organizer, etc. This is the right time for librarian to prove himself and take forward this 

profession in progressive manner.
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Change is inevitable; change is constant. It is a fact of life that people, organisations and 

countries alike have no choice but have to embrace the change. On the crossroads, library 

profession and professionals have to cope with the change. With the advent of computer and 

Internet the future of libraries was anticipated to be extinct. Nevertheless, libraries have been 

adapting new technologies, flourishing and fulfilling user needs. In the era of information 

explosion, fake news, misinformation, the responsibility to provide authentic, relevant and 

timely information is more importance than ever before.  

 

India’s LIS curricula should stop teaching outdated curriculum and need to adapt as per best 

practices practicing developed countries. In the line of Indian Administrative Service (IAS), 

Indian Library Service (ILS) should be introduced to encounter the information seeking 

challenges. During COVID-19 as the whole world was under shutdown, regular service of 

library hampered; the library adapted to a “new normal” by sensitizing VPN and remote access 

services. 

 

Now the seeking of information has drastically changed. User demand readymade, instant and 

relentless access to resources and library professionals should take this as a challenge and have 

to discover innovative techniques to accommodate their demand. Library professionals have to 

understand the need and supplement the evolving requests and desires of users. 

As the technology is evolving in sector like artificial intelligence, robotics, augmented reality, 

expert systems, internet of things, expert systems, machine learning, etc. Library professionals 

should able to acquire knowledge these areas and able to utilise their day today work of library 

services using these technologies. Library professionals should prove their worthiness and also 

prove their significance to the parent organization by proving their return on the investment 

made in them rather only working for salary or a pay cheque. 

 

Library is for user. If there is no user, there is no library profession. Library profession will 

survive if we able to sustain to possess the user. To conclude the summary of the write up by 

quoting Charles Darwin “It is not strongest of the species that survives nor the most intelligent 

that survives it is the one that is most adaptable to change”.
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In this Information Environment era, Internet/www plays a significant role to change the 

perception of users about the use of a physical library. These changes are inevitable, as 

technology is changing at an unprecedented rate and the popularity and accessibility of Google 

also help the cause. So, the solution is to accept the change and implement the technology in 

our library services, which will attract our user fraternity to use its library resources with ease 

and understand the importance of a librarian.  

LIS curriculum in India should be revised, so that professionals develop the relevant skills and 

can keep pace with these emerging trends. Quality of information is the determining factor, 

that a library professional provides to its user community in the ocean of information available 

on Internet and they have to play a more proactive rather than passive role. Librarianship, a 

versatile profession, where library professionals must be abreast of various types of 

competencies required in the field like reference management tools, help to identify plagiarism 

and create awareness about academic integrity, Electronic Resources Management (ERM), 

knowledge of digitization, automation, create Institutional Repositories, etc. using expert 

system like artificial intelligence and lots more.  

Future of Indian librarianship is always progressive, as most of the professionals keeps them 

updated with this drastically changed technical environment. They guide their users through 

various orientation programs as well as video lecturers. Libraries are designed by looking its 

user requirement such as, reading rooms are planned accordingly, all the latest technologies are 

installed in the library to make their user experience satisfactory.   

Revamping is certainly needed and we the library professional ready to face every challenge 

that comes to us. Many libraries in India unable to achieve their goal of being a technically 

advanced library due to lack of staff or sometime skilled staff, lack of financial grant from the 

authority or some other issue that needs to be addressed. In spite of that many library 

professionals develop their technical skills to make a technically advanced library with all 

modern amenities and provide optimum utilization of their resources. 

Prof. R David Lankes rightly said “If you want a future of libraries, it is within you, the 

librarians. If you want a healthy community that seeks out knowledge, and seeks informed 

conversation, then advocate for it beyond your walls".
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Libraries are going through a rapid change globally based on the changing needs and it has 

taken a completely different tangent since the current pandemic. The theme of the topic in 

discussion apparently needs to be introspected in the context of this tangential superfast change. 

One has to keep in mind that “change” is the only constant. Based on this analogy, is 

librarianship progressive, regressive or compulsive? Well, the jury is you. 

As a publishing professional my interactions have been with academic and research scholars 

through my career. With the change in generations and the invent of technology the way 

knowledge is disseminated has changed completely and this change has driven the way 

knowledge is delivered. This has also resulted in the effect of how information is used. This 

change in the complete domain has triggered an impression that questions the state of 

librarianship. One needs to introspect and define the new changing roles so as to be seen ahead 

of the game. I have always maintained that the role of libraries has to change. Change from a 

repository of knowledge/ information to a dynamic organism that plays a conduit to all 

activities academic. Hence, we need to deep dive and define what is it that the patrons of today 

need from libraries. 

Whether we like it or not, we are today living in a world of information boom. Billions of 

documents are published/circulated every day. Thanks to the internet and even better social 

media platforms. Today any one can write and publish anything with no holds barred. 

Academics and researchers are aware of this boom and are concerned. They need information 

that is authentic and not just any information. They need choice of information. They need 

information at the speed of light. They need hand holding in retrieving information. In a nut 

shell the patrons need solutions to their problems. Where does one turn to when they need a 

solution? In the academic and research world it has to be the library. And this demands the 

library be progressive, failing which the patron has another problem in hand and not a solution.  

In the given context it is only natural to question the future of librarian ship. When libraries are 

dynamic and the roles of libraries are dynamic the argument will be, “why should librarian ship 

be regressive or rather compulsive”? Going back to the analogy of change, I must confess there 

needs to be a radical change in the complete process of being and becoming a librarian. We 

need to delve in to the academic process, update learning at the academic level, bring 

innovation post learning and during practice, market the skills, demonstrate the intent of being 

knowledge managers, hand hold patrons and stand beside them as their trouble shooters. The 

patron wants a progressive librarian and he or she cannot complete his or her academic process 

without the support of a progressive library/librarian. I quote Albert Einstein, “the only thing
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you absolutely have to know is the location of the library”. In the modern day this alone will 

not be enough.  

It is evident that there are challenges and they will always be. Parent bodies may not show 

importance as may be required to libraries, patrons may not visit libraries, and the list could go 

on. One needs to ask oneself the question, WHY?  If we find answers to these questions and if 

the answers convince oneself, I think we are beginning to be progressive. The choice must be 

made. It is upon each librarian to define their future, it is on you to make the future of librarian 

ship either progressive, regressive or compulsive.  

At the end of it all, history will record what one did during their tenure. It will be good to 

remember why in history does one refer to the Dharma Gunj, the library of ancient Nalanda 

University, other than the fact that it was burned down. It is mentioned that scholars from the 

far east came on foot to study at the Nalanda University facing much hardship. This was only 

because it was a great seat of learning and the nine million manuscripts in the Dharma Gunj 

was one big reason for this historical seat of learning to be what it was. It is sad we lost all 

these manuscripts to a fire set off by invaders. The fact also is the reason why they burnt the 

library down is to deprive learners of the knowledge that the library disseminated. The invaders 

knew the importance of the library. 

In today’s world and definitely in the future, libraries are and will be the seat of knowledge 

acquisition and dissemination. This being the state, librarians have to bring their best to meet 

the demanding future needs. As individual librarians and as working groups if we collaborate, 

learn and implement, I am certain, we will be looking at a never-ending future of progressive 

librarian ship.  

Perform or perish!
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In the electronic era, it is very difficult to say that whether the future of Indian librarianship is 

progressive, regressive or compulsive. But these are parts of this profession, also it depends on 

logical thinking of human mind. Librarians and learning resource centers are more important 

than ever before. They are obligatory for our financial well-being, global understanding, 

educational Improvement, information explosion, bridging the digital divide and enabling 

public participation in democracy. Library professionals can play an important role in 

knowledge transfer by giving people access to the information they need.   

 

The future of the library will have an impact to the substitute scenario for community. The 

bibliotheca profession, information centers, commercial industries and administrative 

institutions are all places where one can find the desired information. The library anticipates 

substitute user expectations in a dynamic educational community. Nowadays the learning 

information is an energetic, component-based institution, assisting numbers of users by 

extended sophisticated knowledge, information and educational needs. There are great 

potentials for librarians to enhance and implement new service techniques, to proceed the 

applying of technical educational aids, and to meet crucial demands in collecting and 

conserving information for access 

 

The future learning resource center will have to balance old collection and service strategies 

with new initiative learning requirements. Teachers, academics, decision makers, managers 

and library staff will continue to be the primary users of the library in the future. The nature of 

their usage of library services, as well as the features of these categories, are evolving. 

 

The learning resource center is defined by the librarian's services rather than the actual 

placement of information and materials.  The academic library focusses to support technique 

to deliver better and latest library facilities and services. Simultaneously, learning resource 

center sustain and apply traditional librarianship principles to assure better service standards. 

There are numerous interesting chances for library managers to progress and arrange latest 

services, encourage the use of learning technology support or meet crucial demands in 

collecting and maintaining dissemination of information. As the library's reliance on 

technology grows, librarians will devote more assets to it, as will the requirement for flexibility 

to ensure that the library can quickly have transition from one technology to the next. Libraries 

will continue to play a key role in not only supplying technology to patrons, but also in 

inventing new methods data for collecting, disseminating, and archiving data in any format.
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The Knowledge Commission study advocates for learning resource center services, as well as 

a substantial revamp of the library service / sector in India, including the inclusion of libraries 

in the Indian Constitution's Concurrent List. In India, the National Knowledge Commission 

(NKC) expressed concern about the relevance of libraries and librarians in their report (Pitroda, 

2009) Despite having a secure career and a good salary, library professionals have been 

revealed to be dissatisfied with their work because they are experiencing an identity crisis. 

(Chakraborty & Sarkhel, 2009). 

 

The role of the librarians has changed. According to the National Knowledge Commission's 

(NKC) suggestion to the government, the function of librarian should be redefined based on 

the nature of services and responsibilities undertaken. The major roles of librarians today can 

be classified in a variety of ways, as IT expert, Information Analyst, Information broker, 

Content Provider, Consultant, Customer care, Managerial role, Communicator, Forever 

Teacher, etc. 

 

The librarianship profession has an important part for information retrieval. The emphasis in 

the twenty-first century the profession librarianship is not a concept of progressive, regressive, 

compulsive rather is the backbone of all academic activities. Due to the availability and use of 

e-resources, library professionals must be IT experts and possess a progressive mind to manage 

the modern libraries of future  
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The theme “Future of Indian Librarianship: Progressive, Regressive or Compulsive” in the 

present critical juncture of the state of affairs of future Librarianship in India is a thought 

provoking one. Most of us will agree that the existing condition of libraries of universities, 

IITs, IIMs, NITs, research institutes and organizations are deplorable, lamentable and 

precarious. If it is so, then who are responsible for such pitiable condition of libraries and 

librarianship? Three factors i.e., the authority, the library professionals and LIS schools and 

the trend of use of library resources by user community are seem to be responsible for this poor 

state of affairs.  

1. Authority: In most of the institutes, the authority shows indifferent and negative attitude 

towards libraries and LIS professionals and gives scanty importance for the growth and 

development of libraries. Invariably, they think that the library is not the heart of the 

educational institution rather a useless accessory of institute. Very few authorities have library 

inclined mind and they show love for libraries. 

The apartheid attitude of authorities can be well realized by the fact that in many institutes 

Librarian and other library professionals including supporting staff positions are laying vacant 

for many years causing serious obstacles for functioning and managing libraries. The silent 

policy of central and state government on libraries also contributes a lot towards the indifferent 

attitude of authorities towards the development of libraries.  

Strangely, politicians and govt. laud and gives slogans for the development of libraries but in 

reality, all these lip sympathy remains in day dream. If it continues, the future of Indian 

librarianship will be regressive and returns to an older state. 

2. Library professionals and LIS schools: It is high time to redesign and replan the course 

curricula of LIS schools as per the changing library environment and prepare LIS professionals 

equipped with modern technological skills to manage modern libraries. Maximum stress needs 

to be given on ICT and IT practical, library automation, digital library and management 

techniques. So that the future LIS professionals will be competent enough to work in the IT 

and digital environment to the almost satisfaction of the users and the authority. 

The working LIS professionals also need to possess a positive attitude towards the modern 

development of libraries and should learn the new techniques to manage the libraries as per the 

changing demand of users.

http://bkc_123@rediffmail.com/
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3. User community: Presently the use of the library by the users are declining as they think 

everything is available on Internet. It is a fact that Google can search millions of public 

webpages for the desired keywords instantly but most importantly it cannot access proprietary 

data. The library subscribed to access databases containing scholarly resources having 

authentic, confirmed and analyzed data that cannot all be found using Internet search engines. 

The users should be made aware of this fact. 

Hence, it can be concluded that if all the above categories show the positive attitude and mind 

set, definitely libraries will prove to be more ideal, functional, service-oriented institution in 

future. There will be no treat to the Indian librarianship in neat future. As we know when 

something in progressive, it tends to get better, more advanced and advocates change and 

innovation.
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The covid-19 pandemic has brought the largest disruption to the education sector in human 

mankind. It has brought many radical changes to the way our educational institutes used to 

function. The focus on online education in this sector has indirectly forced the library to come 

to the center stage in the campus. The library and librarians/library staff have played a major 

role in disseminating information during this pandemic. At the same time, it has brought a 

debate that if some of the institutes can survive without a physical library in the pandemic, is 

there any relevance of having a huge investment in the library for salary of library staff & 

library infrastructure except on resources? In the recent past though some institutes in India 

have invested a lot in upgrading the library facilities to showcase the outer world but at the 

same time, they have downgraded the library positions. What is the reason behind it? Are we 

as library professionals have failed in some way to perform our duties or have failed to reach 

the expectation level of authorities and users or there are some other reasons behind this? Let's 

examine. 

 

The library profession is passing through a very critical phase. With the advancement of 

information technology specifically Google and other social media platforms, the traditional 

libraries and librarians are facing an identity crisis. A general perception is growing at a fast 

rate that everything is available on Internet/Google free of cost, then what is the need of library 

or library professionals. If we introspect the status and position of LIS professionals in 

institutions and society, we can see that the image of librarians has gone down and have been 

neglected by academia and people in general. There are several reasons for such erosion. The 

various reasons for this poor state of LIS professionals are discussed below. 

 

If we introspect ourselves as a LIS professional and analyse the reason of such an erosion in 

the profession, we can see that a lot of groupism, politics, leg-pulling, lack of vision & 

leadership in the profession are few factors that are responsible for this. We as a professional 

have failed to nurture young talents in our profession. Also, we have to question ourselves 

whether we are equipped enough to keep pace with the new technologies and ever-changing 

working environments. Are we trained professionally to handle such situations or 

technologies? If we look at the functioning of library schools, we will find that they are still in 

some sense more traditional in nature. A few LIS schools have updated their syllabus and are 

in a position to train the according to the future professionals as per the new requirements of 

libraries but majority of LIS schools have not achieved this. As we know, the components of 

library activities are practical in nature but most of the schools teach their students theory only 

with very little hands-on experience. Also, it is interesting to note that in most of the cases,
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there is no synergy between the library schools & the library of the educational institutes. In 

fact, in some cases, they consider themselves as a rival. We have to change this mindset. 

Further, the mushroom growth of LIS qualified students to the market by several so-called open 

schools have aggravated the issue. As most of them except a few have failed to produce quality 

output. In India, we will find an institute of National Importance for every discipline like IIT 

for Engineering, IIM for Management, AIIMS for Medicine & so on but in the case of LIS 

there is no institute, rather the premier Institute like INSDOC offering specialized LIS courses 

was closed and we remained as a silent spectator.  Therefore, a road map needs to be prepared 

to address such issues. 

 

It is quite difficult to understand that why premier Institutes like IITs, IIMs, NITs and several 

Government organisations have downgraded or are downgrading the position of Librarians / 

Library Staff from teaching or teaching equivalent to pure non-teaching and from permanent 

to contractual. We have several such examples in the recent past.  But, collectively (including 

our Library Associations) we have failed to raise the issues & take appropriate action against 

such injustice. 

 

Therefore, it is the right time for the library professionals to come out of the cell and work 

collectively (whether in teaching or practice) and take necessary corrective majors to save this 

profession otherwise future generations of LIS professionals will never forgive us! 
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“One best book is equal to a hundred good friends and one good friend is equal to a library” 

– Dr APJ Abdul Kalam 

Libraries are an integral part of every sector or field, including academic, business, agriculture 

and industry and so on. As a result, a library serves as heart of the institution. Without any 

doubt it can be said that the library system has changed dramatically in response to the current 

IT setup and technological change. Most of the libraries now utilize multiple IT equipment to 

provide their users with timely and quality services. Some others also use RFID, Artificial 

Intelligence, Robotics, and so on. In general, we can say that libraries are evolving positively 

and progressively. 

However, in the context of library professionals, it is seen that our profession is in a very 

regressive mode. Every institute wishes to have a good library. Sometimes they do not hesitate 

to build a good library building and infrastructure, feeling its necessity for the institutes. Still, 

they do not require or recruit the qualified library professionals. In general, if we visit the 

websites of Central funded institutes such as IITs, IIMs, NITs, IISERs, NISERs, NIDs, NIFTs, 

etc., and state private universities and deemed universities, we find that they have not filled 

senior library positions. The administration appoints a faculty member as “professor in charge 

of the library” but hesitate to give the charge of library to senior library professional. The LIS 

professionals are well-educated, and possess adequate knowledge to manage modern libraries, 

still it is strange that LIS professionals are compelled to work under a non-professional i.e., 

Professor-in -charge of library leading to a compulsive state of Indian librarianship. The LIS 

professionals are frequently neglected by the authorities in the library matter and authorities 

give importance to non-LIS professionals to take decisions on libraries. 

So, the concern is that in the present scenario, the status of library professionals is 

regressive one. We, the LIS professionals, LIS schools and teachers need to work together to 

make it progressive one, otherwise the future LIS will face lots of problems. The policy makers 

and authorities also need to give due importance to libraries, LIS profession and professionals 

for the larger interest of the educational system of the country.
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Growth of ICT and internet has put a question on the role and sustainability of librarianship 

especially in developing countries like India. Decrease in foot count in libraries has also 

emerged as a concern for libraries. In this context two things can be quoted for discussion. 

Firstly, after Nokia’s acquisition by Microsoft, the CEO of Nokia said, “We did not do anything 

wrong but somehow we lost’’. Here it is meant that they have done nothing with their business 

but world has changed very quickly. They missed out on learning, they missed out the change. 

So, to sustain we require to be aware about the changes and accordingly have to learn and 

equipped ourselves with skills and knowledge. Secondly, Albert Einstein said “Life is like 

riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must keep moving”. So, we ought to keep moving 

with time and age or else we must fall. In the context of librarianship, it is the time to upgrade 

ourselves based on need of time. It is the time to add value to our profession. As it is the age 

of technology, we need to be technological. We have to use technology for survival of our own 

profession. 

             This is the time for library to increase visibility and presence amongst its users. We 

have to design our service according to their interest and demand. Library has to reach their 

services to doorstep of library clienteles. For this we have to learn various successful best 

practices and platforms use of which can be helpful to improvise our services and attract the 

users. Below are some areas in which we need to sharpen our skills and knowledge: 

• Innovative Space Design: Library should design its space in such a way that it will 

attract all type of users. For this library has to develop different zones: silence zone, 

group discussion, relax zone, reference zone, IT equipped zone, etc. 

• Active Librarianship: We have to develop our subject knowledge, research skills, 

understand human skill, etc. so that we can act as an active member in knowledge 

creation which ultimately lead to earn our respect and value. 

• No/less investment tools: If fund is a constraint to develop services, library can 

increase value and visibility by using freely available tools like (a) for reaching to users 

and fast information dissemination we can use social networking tools like Facebook, 

twitter etc., (b) for visibility and contact library has to develop a website or blog, (c) for 

developing services-use of open source software like Koha, dSpace, eprint, subject plus 

etc. and organizing various events like library orientation, research program etc., (d) 

better content generation by the use of open access resources and institutional 

repository. 

For developing these, we require to learn the required skills and literate ourselves about 

different available platforms. We can learn this either from different sources like literacy videos 

available on YouTube, documents available in internet or by attaining different workshops 

organized by different institutes like NISCAIR, INFLIBNET and other institutions. 
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In India, many librarians have proved that ‘Librarian can also do’. Recently Mr S. L Faisal set 

an example by rewarded as best teacher award, Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan. This only due 

to their effort and contribution to society. So, we can take them as our model to be self-

motivated for contribution to our profession.  

To conclude, librarianship is combination of many skills: managerial, technical, organisational, 

processing, etc. Make yourself adoptable to learn skills and improvise yourself. Dynamism is 

one of the biggest aspects of modern-day librarianship. Create opportunity. Keep all your 

difficulty aside and get yourself ready. 

Always make a habit of ‘saying yes’. Rember our profession means: 

CONNECT, INTERACT and COLLABORATE.
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‘A team is not a group of people who work together. A team is a group of people who trust 

each other’. Librarianship is such a profession to work together with personal dedication to 

achieve the goal of the parent organization. It is not worthy to mention that people are thinking 

on the role of professionals working in library to lend and receive the books at the circulation 

counter. It is astonished that more than 50% of Indian citizen are not aware of this profession 

and the course (Library & Information Science) also.  

Librarianship is not less compared to other profession. If so, Dr. S. R. Ranganathan would not 

have left the faculty post to join as the first librarian in University of Madras. He has created 

himself not only in India but also in the world with his dedication and commitment to the 

profession and remembered as the father of Library and Information Science in India. Sincerity 

and dedication are must to strengthen the professional society. Professional commitment has 

also the same importance in building a librarianship career.  

The library profession witnesses so many professional designations in present scenario. The 

professional designation varies from organization to organization with Librarian, Senior 

Librarian, Deputy Librarian, Assistant Librarian, Senior Professional Assistant, Professional 

Assistant, Junior Professional Assistant, Junior Librarian, Technical Assistant, Director 

(library), Documentalist, Cataloguer, Librarian (grade I) and Librarian (grade III) etc. The 

profession is confused with such process from time to time.  

The fundamental function of any library is to gather, organize and disseminate the information 

and knowledge. Librarianship aims to provide information service for the user’s interest. 

Indigenous librarianship shaped the concept of library and information discipline and 

integrated the national and international issues. Librarians are considered as the custodian of 

knowledge.  

Information Communication and Technology (ICT) has been introduced in the field of Library 

and Information Science. Now information is available in electronic form and various e- 

resources robust the users’ need in different fields. Now the designation of the working 

professionals in libraries changed to Cybrarian, Electronic Resource Manager and Data 

Manager Etc.  

Indian Librarianship is related to all groups or individuals to the information service sector. 

This is a pivotal point for this profession. The radical and transformational changes in libraries 

steal the luxury time from the library professionals. As the technology advances, the 

assumption also increases towards the responsibility of the working librarians to meet the 
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assorted needs of the library users. The value-added library services are well designed with the 

integration of electronic information and information sources. Technology has shaped the role 

of librarianship to a new direction in this present electronic era. The position of the librarian in 

current society is less of a warehouse manager and even more of a reference consultant. The 

position of the working librarians reciprocally depends on the instructional focus of different 

types of users. These are some probable causes which draws attention of the librarians towards 

the changing positions in their profession. The end users can fulfill their information needs 

through computer networks beyond the library. One thing needs more clarification that whether 

the traditional library is the best place to access information or technology based and network 

linked modern institutions.   

There is no definite structure for the library profession and professionals. Even in the opinion 

of some of the senior professionals, they are only the highest paid clerks without any 

recognition. Although the LIS professionals are kept under teaching category in universities, 

in other institutions they are kept under non-teaching category. Still, it is a confused state of 

affairs that whether they are teaching or non-teaching staff. Also, the LIS professionals are also 

in a confused state about their work, position and responsibility. It is true that opportunities are 

equal for all. But the difference is that the positive minded people give results and negative 

minded people give reasons. It is better to take good care of own responsibilities, duties and 

reputation and change our habits and attitude, which in turn will change our future.
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Now a day’s library is not a silence zone at all rather than it is a busiest place in any academic 

institution.  Former president of India Dr S Radhakrishnan Said “Library is a heart of an 

institution” and its presence is inevitable in all the institutions, especially in academic and 

research institutions. But, some people among the academician and policy maker on library 

think, in the digital world every information are available on the internet and not giving 

important to the library as before. It is fact that thousands of information available on the 

internet relating to a particular query. But information seekers want single information. So, 

what is the authentic information and what is the relevant information it is difficult to decide 

by a user.  

Library subscribes very quality resources from reputed publishers around the world to cater the 

information need of the user community of the library. On the other hand, library professional 

can guide them to choose the most relevant information relating to their query. In addition to 

that in our Indian context, very a smaller number of textbooks are in electronic form, so in 

order to access the textbooks which are not in digital form users need to visit library to access 

it. Not all the printed work is in electronic form. 

According to William Pollard “Information is a source of learning. But unless is organized, 

process and available to the right people in a format for decision making, it is a burden, not a 

benefit”. With due respect to Five Laws of Library Science by Dr S R Ranganathan the 

following five points discovered for the kind information for the policy maker and 

academician. It can be read in the following way: 

• Library are for use 

• Every reader his/her library 

• Every library its reader 

• Save the library 

• Library is an ever-relevant organism 

 

It is high time to think about the role of the academic Library in the development of academic 

and research activities. During the COVID-19 pandemic library professional worked hard to 

facilitate their user community in different ways. Remote access service provided by the library 

is one of them. Apart from that virtual reference service is the mostly provided service during 

the pandemic. 

As library is playing a vital role in academic systems in order to cater the information need for 

the teaching, learning and research activities. In this context parent body and policy makers 

(govt) should give due importance in term of fund and other kind of support to the library
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professionals and also motivate them for self-growth, so that they can contribute efficiently in 

the growth of institution which leads to growth of nation.
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The number of library and information science (LIS) schools/departments in India have 

increased drastically over the last few decades.  In 1911, the first formal course for librarianship 

training in India was started in Baroda.  Gradually LIS education was started by many 

universities at diploma, bachelor, master, MPhil and PhD level. The courses were mostly on 

regular mode and intake capacity of the courses were also very less. Then many private 

universities and institutions started imparting LIS educations both in regular and 

distance/correspondence mode with a large number of intake student strength. Presently large 

numbers of LIS students are passing out from these universities and institutions with good 

marks and divisions. IGNOU also contributes a lot to the numbers of passing out students every 

year. 

But peeping into the educational quality of most of these LIS students, one can very well judge 

their capabilities to serve in any modern libraries. The basic reason behind this is that the syllabi 

of maximum universities are rarely revised and updated as per the changing library 

environment and the demands of manpower in these modern libraries. Even if there are some 

papers on latest Information Technology tools, electronic/digital libraries, library automation 

etc, faculty members are not available to teach the students on these. Also, practical training 

on these modern tools and techniques are never given properly. 

Another drawback of Indian LIS schools is that they do not entertain practicing LIS 

professionals to teach their students. As a result, the faculty members with theoretical 

knowledge only teach the students. As a result, it serves the purpose of course completion and 

passing out in examinations without any practical knowledge and exposure. 

It is also very commonly seen that the university libraries where LIS schools exist are not well 

managed as per the library science guidelines and lack of cooperation are seen among the 

faculty members of LIS department and libraries. A clear-cut demarcation can be seen in these 

universities among LIS faculty members and library staff. Surprisingly the LIS faculty 

members never propose for abolition of appointment of Prof -in -charge library which they 

teach to their students in the classroom, rather they join in the race to be the Prof-in-charge of 

the library. 

 When it is taught in the LIS courses that the library staff is at par with the faculty members 

and should get equal status and pay scale, there exists a wide gap between them. The library 

staff is not allowed to be supervisor of PhD scholars where as a faculty member without any 

experience and knowledge can do this. 

It can be concluded that the LIS schools have little contribution to librarianship, except for 

providing a certificate to get a job. Such practices need to be stop and LIS schools need to 

produce future LIS professionals as per the demands of the modern libraries. They need to treat 
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the LIS professionals at par with the faculty members, so that the LIS profession and 

librarianship can get due recognition by the other professionals and societies.
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The rise of digital media and people's changing mindsets to access information has changed 

many professions and sectors. Most people are feeling the digital world as a lifeline for them, 

especially the young generation. Perhaps they are right because they do not know or are not 

aware of the taste of reading a book, playing a traditional game or the joy of listening a story. 

Libraries have been known for centuries as holy places for the preservation of culture and 

wisdom. However, we struggle to access information due to various reasons like cost, 

diversities, multilingual, etc. Perhaps, we lack the mechanism to access the precise information 

and are pretty far from doing the research and development (R&D). 

 

For many decades, we have been listening that library has been in an extinct phase, and the 

profession's status is degrading. Like a living organism, it mutates and adapts itself to the 

challenging environment. Library people have to their perceptions in this way for survival. It 

is time to show the world what librarians can do and how the library can be a helpful pillar in 

building a society. Before that, we have to evaluate ourselves, our strengths and weakness, the 

reasons responsible for degradation.  

 

There are many aspects where we have to work and explore ourselves and meet the challenges 

arising in our professional status. Some of the aspects are mentioned below.  

• Librarians are known for the standards, we have to focus on our core subjects like 

classification, cataloguing, indexing, translating etc., which are valuable for 

information organization and dissemination. 

• Managing the change is an art we have to adopt new technologies and attract our users 

with new innovative services. 

• We need to be skillful in every aspect, not as job perspectives, but to serve everyone 

we meet.  

• Community engagement, participation and development are required, and we need to 

take everyone with us rather than going alone. 

• We need to focus on problem-solving research, Innovation in our sector, and other 

sectors to contribute.  

• We can continuously assist researchers or groups of researchers in doing research & 

educating them on their outreach of the work through embedded librarianship. 

• Many people trust librarians and their reliable resources, so in pandemics like Covid-

19, we can be valuable assets in disseminating accurate information. Librarians can put 

a full stop to misinformation and fake information with their reliable information.
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• Preserve the ideas, traditional knowledge and make the platform to generate ideas 

where ever you are working. Little creativity and initiatives can bring recognition and 

fulfill the motto of our profession. 

• Connect and engage with local heritage culture, customs, requirements and necessities. 

• Focus on people and society, their information seeking needs and understand priorities 

in accessing information. For example, in a village, the information priorities are on 

farming, small business, access to Government facilities, etc., we can serve them on our 

capacity.  

• Collaborate with other stakeholders similar to those related to the LIS profession as a 

community and collaboration bring to power. 

 

The above suggestions are few measures that will help librarians to grow. As librarians, we 

need to dig the resources through research, find out all the possibilities, and provide more 

innovative service on the local and universal levels. We need to be united, focus on 

collaboration and act as a team.
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When I received a request to write an article on the theme ‘Future of Indian Librarianship, 

Progressive, Regressive or Compulsive’ the author turned deeply thoughtful about what really 

is the state of librarianship in the future, say by 2030. It reminded me of the 1997 Seminar of 

AMA where Dr. Harsha Parekh, an eminent LIS teacher was delivering her lecture on identity 

crisis for librarians. She was quite apprehensive as computers entered into libraries and 

therefore the librarians and their traditional knowledge will find its way out gradually. Her 

speculation was quite logical at that point of time and as a student of LIS it was quite obvious 

for me to be worried about my career then. Since then, in a period of above two decades I 

turned out to be a teacher of LIS and witnessed librarianship as a career of many of my students 

which is really been fantastic both as a way of living and a challenging profession to pursue. 

During 1990s while a library ecosystem was being conceived through massive automation and 

networking projects, the library professionals were the real architects and they continued to be 

so in the entire process of transformation of libraries. The new avatar libraries with voluminous 

e-content repositories with multifarious functionalities of collection building, organizing, 

discovery, retrieval and preservation identified as the latest trend. The new race of LIS 

professionals who have always been fascinating towards emerging terminologies in ICT and 

looking for a library connect have now become highly experimentative    practitioners.  

Interestingly, libraries found to be at the cross road in frequent intervals, the driving cause is 

the rapid developments in technology, equally rapid is the adaptation of these technology by 

the professionals.  Library professionals across the world have developed their skills aligned 

with the advances in library technologies and user behaviour. Through an extensive review of 

literature in LIS, the emerging roles of the future librarians identified as a teacher, a technology 

specialist, embedded professional, information consultant, knowledge manager, and a subject 

librarian.  

The future of libraries will be shaped by the emerging technologies Big data, Artificial 

Intelligence, Internet of Things, Library Bookmark Apps, User-focused Interfaces and 

applications, Augmented Reality, Digital Interfaces for printed books, Driverless cars, Drones. 

Accordingly, the library professionals would develop technological skills and apply these 

technologies in the libraries.  

The future of librarianship is definitely going to be one of the most attractive professions 

because of its technology intensiveness, interdisciplinary and more social inclination in the 

coming days. The future of Indian Librarianship is definitely progressive with emerging 

technologies, regressive and compulsive towards obsolete traditional practices. 
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gSA vxj ckr djsa xzUFkky; esa miyC/k lalk/kuksa dh rks orZeku bysDVªkWfud lalk/kuksa 

xzUFkky; izca/ku lk¶Vos;j] fofHkUu yk;czsjh VwYl] lks”ky ehfM;k fLdYl ¼tSls Qslcqd] 

fVªoVj] fyadMsu] LykbM “ks;j vkSj Hkh cgwr dqN½ ;s ,d xzUFkiky dks bUQkjes”ku 

izksokbMj ;k bUQkjes”ku lkbfUVLV tSls  lEekuh; LFkku iznku djrs gSA viuh mtkZ] 

yxu] dk;Z n{krk ds }kjk Kku dks lkoZHkkSfed :i ls lqyHk cukrs gq, Kku fiiklqvksa ds 

fy, gj le; lqyHk jgus okys xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dks izkf/kdkfj;ksa @izac/ku ds :[ks O;ogkj 

dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA f”k{kk ds {ks= esa rFkk Kku ds leUo; esa xzUFkky; is”ksojksa ds 

;ksxnku dks inZs ds ihNs dk;Z djus okys iVdFkk ys[kd dh rjg Hkwyk fn;k tkrk gSA tSls  

n”kZd uk;d ukf;dkvksa dks ;kn j[krs gS mlh rjg xzUFkky; mi;ksxdrkZ is”ksojkas dh 

yxu] esgur] dk;Z djus ds tks”k vkSj muds Loa; ds Kku dks utj vnkat dj nsrk gS 

cfYd vius f”k{kdksa dk lg;ksx ewY; ,oa egRo dks ;kn j[krk gSA “kk;n blhfy, 

xzUFkky; is”ksojksa ds dk;Z dks /kU;okn jfgr dk;Z dgk tkrk gSA vf/kdkjh Lrj ds 

lEekuuh; osrueku ij xzUFkikyksa dks izksQslj bUpktZ ds v/khu jg dj dk;Z djuk iM+rk 

gSA dk;Z dks ewy :i nsus ds fy, izksQslj bUpktZ dks dk;Z”kSyh crk dj ;g le>kuk 

iM+rk gS fd fd, tkus okyk dk;Z xzUFkky; vkSj mi;ksxdrkZvks ds fy, fdl izdkj 

mi;ksxh vkSj egRoiw.kZ gksxkA ;kfu xzUFkiky dh vk/kh ÅtkZ dk;Z dks ml O;fä dks 

le>kus esa tkrh gS tks xzUFkky; foKku dk fo’k; fo”ks’kK u gks dj f”k{k.k dk;Z ls tqM+k 

O;fDr gksrk gSA izdk”kdksa ds lkFk dh tkus okyh ckrphr] lkSnsckth] dk iwjk fooj.k ,d 

,sls f”k{kd ds lkFk lk{kk djuk ftUgs izdk”kdkas ls ckrphr dk dksÃ vuqHko ugh gS vkSj 

bl nkSjku fofHkUu izdkj ds lokyksa dk tokc nsuk okil izkf/kdkfj;ks dks iqu% dk;Z “kSyh 

ls voxr djkrs gq, iz”ukas ds ?ksjs esa jguk bl izdkj ds ?kVuk Øe xzUFkky; is”ksojkas dks 

fujk”k] grk”k vkSj dk;Z ds izfr mnklhu cukrk gSA xzUFkky; is”ksoj vius dk;Z {ks= esa 

fofHkUUk izdkj dh leL;kvksa ls jkst :c: gksrs gS muesa ls dqN leL;k, fuEu gSA 
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1- iqLrdky; v/;{k ds ikl fu.kZ; ysus dh LorU=rk dk vHkko % f”k{kkfon] iz”kkluhd 

vf/kdkjh ] ukSdkj”kkg] lkfgR; l`tu djus okys izk[;kr O;fDr lHkh xzUFkky;ksa ds egRo ls 

Hkyh Hkkfr ifjfpr gksrs gS ysfdu xzUFkky;h ds fu.kZ; ysus dh LorU=rk ij ekSu jgrs gSA 

izksQslj bUpktZ@yk;czsjh bUpktZ ,d xSj xzUFkky; is”ksoj gksrs gSA xzUFkky; ds fofHkUUk 

foHkkxkas tSls vf/kxzg.k] ifjlapj.k] xzUFkky; izac/ku vkSj xzUFkky; ls lEcf/kr dk;Ziz.kkfy;ksa 

ls iwjh rjg vufHkK O;fDr dks bUpktZ ds :i esa j[k dj xzUFkiky dh dk;Z dh LorU=rk 

ij ikcanh yxk nh tkrh gSA ,Slh ifjfLFkfr esa xzUFkky; is”ksoj ;k rks mnklhu gks dj 

xzUFkky; ls lEcf/kr dk;ksZa esa viuh ÅtkZ dk mi;ksx ugh dj ikrs ;k ewd n”kZd dh 

rjg O;ogkj djuk mfpr le>rs gSA 

v- xzUFkky; is”ksojkas dks dk;Z djus dh iwjh vktknh izca/ku ds }kjk nh tkuh 

pkfg;s A muds uohu fopkj] u, izkS|ksfxdh dk xzUFkky; esa iz;ksx xzUFkky; esa 

ØkfUrdkjh ifjorZu yk ldrs gSA exj muds fopkjksa dks nck fn;k tkrk gSA 

tSls xzUFkiky }kjk xzUFkky; gsrq xzUFkky; Hkou] ctV] deZpkjh] v/kkjHkwr 

lajpuk dh ekax ;k vfrfjDr LFkku dh eakx djusa ls izkf/kdj.k @izac/ku ;k rks 

/;ku ugh nsrk ;k iapo’khZ; ;kstuk dk gokyk nsrs gq, Hkfo’; dh Vksdjh esa 

Mky nsrk gSA 

c- xzUFkiky dks xzUFkky; is”ksojkas ds p;u ds le; p;u lehfr esa iw.kZ LorU=rk 

nsuk pkfg, rkfd i;kZIr dq”ky] rdZlaxr] prqj xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dk p;u 

fd;k tk lds tks vius nkf;Roksa dk izHkkoh <ax ls ,ao tks”k ds lkFk fuoZgu 

djus esa l{ke gks A 

2- ctV %&”kS{kf.kd laLFkkukas esa xzUFkky; ctV gsrq dksÃ fn”kk funsZ”k ugh gS uk gh 

miyC/k ctV ds lEiw.kZ nksgu ds fy, l[r vkns”kA blds vyko izkf/kdj.k @izca/ku 

}kjk ctV vkcaVu esa xzUFkky; ds lkFk HksnHkkoiw.kZ O;ogkj fd;k tkrk gS tSl & 

xzUFkky; gsrq ctV de nsuk ;k igys ctV le; is u nsuk vkSj ckn esa fofr; o’kZ 

lekfIr ls igys lEiw.kZ ctV dk nksgu djus dk ncko cukukA bl rjg ctV lEcaf/k 

ukuk izdkj ds rukoksa ls fofHkUu xzUFkky;kas esa dk;Zjr] xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dks tq>uk 

iM+rk gSA  

  

3- xzUFkky;ksa esa fofHkUu Js.kh ds is”ksojkas dh deh %&bl leL;k ls yxHkx lHkh 

iqLrdky;/;{k ijs”kku gksxs orZeku esa yxHkx lHkh iqLrdky;ks a esa dq”ky xzUFkky; 

is”ksojk a s dh deh gSA bldk dkj.k izkf/kdj.k@izc/ku dk xzUFkky; ds izfr mnklhu 

joS;k gSA izkf/kdj.k@izc/ku xzUFkky; dks mPp rduhd ls ;qDr rRdky lsok iznku 

djus okyh txg]vkSj Kku ls lEcf/kr leL;kvkas dk rqjUr gy djus okyk rks ekurs gS 
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ijUrq miyC/k Kku ds izca/ku] izlkj.k gsrq inkas dk foLrkj ugh djrs ftlls dk;Z 

izca/ku esa ,ao dk;Z lEiknu esa dfBukb;kas dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA tSls uÃ&uÃ 

ÁkS|ksfxdh dk tc xzUFkky; esa fØ;kUo;u gksrk gS rks dk;Z nksxquk gks tkrk gSA fd, 

x, dk;ksZ dk QhMcSd ysus  ds fy, gkFk ls ,ao Lopfyr nksuks esa Lrj ij dk;Z djuk 

iM+rk gSA vFkkZr ,d uÃ ÁkS|ksfxdh dks dk;ZfUor djus ds fy, ,d vfrfjDr n{k 

deZpkjh dh vko”;drk gksrh gSA 

 

4- vleku osrueku %& ;s foMacuk gS fd Hkkjrh; xzUFkkyf;Ro esa fofHkUu oxksZ ds 

xzUFkky; is”ksojksa ds osrekukas esa vlekurk n s[kus dks feyrh gSA ogh fuft laLFkkuksa dk 

vkSj Hkh cqjk gky gS] tgk¡ mPp ;ksX;rk okys xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dks de osru esa j[kdj 

muls dk;Z djok;k tkrk gSA bl ifjis{; esa UGC, MHRD, AICT ,ao vU; ekU;rk 

izkIr  laLFkku xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dh fLFkfr ,ao osureku dks ysdj ekSu jgrs gSA buds 

fy, dksÃ fu;e] fn”kk funsZ”k vkt rd ugh cuk, x, gSA ftldk Qk;nk lEcfU/kr 

laLFkk, mBkrh gS vkSj osru ekax ds izfr mnklhu jgrh gSA 

5- iqLrdky; vf/kfu;e flQZ dkxtks esa %& dÃ jkT;ksa esa iqLrdky; vf/kfu;e ikfjr 

gks pqdk gS ysfdu mudk fØ;kUo;u ugh gks jg gSA bl dkj.k ;qok oxZ dh ,d cM+h 

vkcknh iqLrdky;ksa ls feyus okys ykHkks ls o afpr gks jgh gSA tcfd lkjs iz”kklfud 

vf/kdkjh iqLrdky;kas ds egRo dks le>rs gS vkSj mudk Hkjiwj mi;ksx fd, jgrs gS 

ysfdu nqHkkZX; ls oks lekt esa iqLrdky;kas ds egRo ,ao iqLrdky; is”ksojkas dh 

vko”;drk ,ao egRo dks Hkwy tkrs gSA 

fn”kk% D;k djsa  

 

blesa dksÃ “kadk ugh fd xzUFkky; is”ksoj xzUFkky;ksa ds csgrj fodkl ds fy, gj 

laHko iz;kl dj jgs gSA izkS|ksfxdh dk csgrj mi;ksx djds xq.kkRed Lrj dh lwpuk,W 

vius mi;ksxdrkZvksa dks miyC/k djokus gsrq rRij jgrs gSA ysfdu nqHkkZX; ;s gS fd 

xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dks muds dk;Z ds xfjek ds vuq:i lEeku u feyus ds dkj.k dk;Z 

djus ds ekufld lq[k ds vHkko esa jguk iM+rk gSA xzUFkky; is”ksojkas dh n”kk lq/kkjus 

gsrq uhfr fuekZrk] izkf/kdj.k@izc/kau] xzUFkky; ,lksfl,”ku] deh”ku bR;kfn dks 

laKku ysdj Lo;a iz;kl djuk pkfg;s ;k vuqHkoh xzUFkikyksa  rFkk xzUFkky; ,oa 

lwpuk foKku ds f”k{kdksa dks vkRefo”ys’k.k djuk gksxk fd xzUFkky; ,ao lwpuk foKku 

ds is”ksojksa ,oa Hkfo’; ds xzUFkikyksa ¼fo|kfFkZ;ks½ ds lEekuiwoZd Hkfo’; ds fy, “kklu 

iz”kklu ,ao uhfr fuekZrkvksa ds lkFk ckrphr dj xzUFkky; is”ksoj ds in dh xfjek 
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cuk, j[kus gsrq fn”kk funsZ”k cuk,A tc mPp Lrj ij dk;Z djus okys vuqHkoh 

xzUFkiky ,oa fo’k; fo”ks’kK] f”k{kd ,dtwV gksdj f”k{kk txr esa xzUFkky; is”ksojkas dh 

Hkwfedk vkSj egRo dh O;k[;k djsaxsA mudh leL;vksa dk lEizs’k.k uhfr fuekZrkvksa ds 

lkFk djsxs rHkh izkf/kdkjh@izca/ku] lehfr;ka rFkk fn”kk funsZ”k fu/kkZfjr djus okyh 

ljdkjh lLFkk,a xzUFkky; is”ksojksa ds fgr esa dY;k.kdkjh ;kstukvks ,ao muls lacaf/kr 

leL;kvksa ij fopkj dj ik;asxhA bl gsrq izkf/kdkfj;ksa@izca/ku dks ;g le>uk 

vko”;d gksxk fd f”k{kk ds {ks= esa xzUFkky; dh Hkwfedk D;k gSA vr% xzUFkky; is”ksojksa 

dks vkxs vk dj izf/kdkfj;ksa@izca/ku dks xzUFkky; ds fo’k; esa tkx:d djuk gksxkA 

blds fy,%&  

1- izR;sd o’kZ vos;jusl izksxzke vk;ksftr dj xzUFkky; ds egRo ,ao f”k{kk rFkk “kks/k 

esa xzUFkky; rFkk xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dh Hkwfedk crkuk gksxkA 

2- u, HkrhZ gq, fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks xzUFkky; dh vko”;drk rFkk xzUFkky; esa miyC/k 

lalk/kuks ls voxr djk dj f”k{kk esa xzUFkky; ,ao xzUFkky; is”ksojkas dk ;ksxnku 

crkuk gksxkA 

3- iqLrdky; ds lao/kZu esa xzUFkky; is”ksojksa dh Hkwfedk dk O;k[;ku ds ek/;e ls 

izf/kdkfj;ksa @izac/ku dks voxr djkuk rkfd os csgrj <ax ls xzUFkky; dh dk;Z 

iz.kkyh dks le>sA 

fu’dk’kZ %&xzUFkky; ,d ,slh LFkku gS tgk¡ f”k{k.k laLFkku dk Js’B f”k{kk ,ao “kks/k 

lEcf/kr dk;ZØe fuHkZj djrk gS vxj ns”k ,ao ns”kokfl;ks ds Kku esa fujarj o`f/n 

djuk gS rks lHkh rjg ds xzUFkky;ksa dsk izeq[k egRo nsuk gksxkA ftlls ns”k dk 

“kS{kf.kd fodkl vPNh rjg gks ik, rkfd f”k{kk ,ao “kks/k lekt rd igq ap lds tks 

f”k{kk dk eq[; mnns~”; gSA 
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  izLrkouk%& 

fdlh Hkh iqLrdky; dk izca/ku] O;oLFkkiu] rFkk lapkyu djus dh dyk dks 

iqLrdky;k/;{k dgrs gSA fdlh iqLrdky; dk dq”ky :Ik ls O;oLFkkiu rFkk mldk 

lapkyu ml iqLrdky; ds iqLrdky;k/;{k ij fuHkZj djrk gS] og mldk eq[; lapkyd 

vf/kdkjh gksrk gSA ,slk dgk x;k gS fd i qLrdky;k/;{k ftruk dq”ky vkSj foods”khy 

gksxk mldk iqLrdky; mruk gh O;ofLFkr vkSj lQy gksxkA loZlqfo/kk;qDr iqLrdky; 

vkSj iqLrdksa dk i;kZIr ladyu gksus ds ckotwn Hkh vxj iqLrdky;k/;{k u gks rks ,slh 

fLFkfr esa iqLrdky; esa miyC/k lwpuk lalk/ku rFkk Kku iznku djus okyh ikB~; lkefxz;kW 

ikBdksa ds fy, cgqr gh de ykHknk;d fl) gksxhA iqLrdky; esa ikBd :ih 

mi;ksxdrkZvksa dks nh tkus okyh lsokvksa vkSj iqLrdky; ds O;oLFkkiu rFkk lapkyu ls 

lacaf/kr vusd dk;ksZ dks fu"ikfnr djus gsrq ,d HkfyHkkWfr “khf{kr ,oa izf”kf{kr] dq”ky] ,oa 
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izkfof/kd ;ksX;rkvksa ls ;qDr iqLrdky;k/;{k dh vko”;drk gksrh gSA iqLrdky;k/;{k ds 

egRo dks uhps fn;s x;s dFkuks ds ek/;e ls le>k tk ldrk gSA  

1- xwxy ij fdlh fo"k; ls lacaf/kr iz”u fd;s tkus ij og vkidks 1]00]000 laHkkfor mRrj 

miyC/k djkrk gS] tcfd mlh iz”u ij iqLrdky;k/;{kvkidksa ,d mRrj miyC/k djkrk gS 

tks lcls lfVd vkSj mi;qDr gksrk gSA ^^uhy xseu** ¼Neil Gaiman)  

2- oSf”od Lrj ij lwpuk ds fujarj vkus okyh lqukeh esa ,d iqLrdky;k/;{k gesa fl[kkrk gS 

fd fdl rjg ls gesa rSjrs gq;s viuh vko”;drk dh lwpuk dks izkIr djuk gSA ^^fyUVu 

ohDl** ¼Linton Weeks) 

Hkwrdky esa iqLrdky;k/;{krk %& 

  izkphu le; esa iqLrdky; v/;{krk dk egRo bl ckr ls yxk;k tk ldrk 

gS fd ml le; esa iqLrd ikBu dks izfr"Bk vkSj ;ksX;rk dk izrhd ekuk tkrk FkkA lkFk 

gh iqLrdksa dh ns[kjs[k rFkk iqLrdky; ds O;oLFkkiu ds fy, dq”ky ,oa fo}ku iqLrdky; 

v/;{k dh fu;qfDr dh ijEijk FkhA  

  gekjs ns”k esa tgkW osn vkSj mifu"knksa bR;kfn xzaFkksa dh jpuk gqbZ tks fo|k] 

lH;rk rFkk laLd`fr dk izkphure dsUnz jgk gSA tx izfl) fo”ofo/kky; ukyank] 

fodze”khyk] r{k”khyk] ds iqLrdky; fodflr rFkk vlhfer Kku dk Hk.Mkj gqvk djrs FksA 

ftlesa iqLrdky;k/;{k ds egRo dk vuqeku iqLrdky; dh yksdfiz;rk ds vk/kkj ij 

yxk;k tkrk FkkA  

  lu~ 1903 esa tkWu eSMQkjysu dks bEihfj;y ykbczsjh] dydRrk dk 

iqLrdky; v/;{krk cuk;k x;k ftUgksus bldk fodkl fd;k ,oa nqyZHk iqLrdks dk ladyu 

fd;kA  

  lu~ 1910 esa cM+kSnk jkT; esa W.A.Bordan vkSj lu~ 1915 esa iatkc 

fo”ofo/kky; esa A.D. Dickinson us iqLrdky; v/;{k ds in ij dk;Z fd;k]ftUgksus 

iqLrdky; ,oa iqLrdky; v/;{krk ds fy, vusd izla’kuh; dk;Z fd;sA MkW- ,l- vkj- 

jaxkukFku us iqLrdky; foKku ,oa iqLrdky; v/;{krk ds fodkl esa viuk laiw.kZ thou 
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lefiZr dj fn;k] bUgh ds iz;klks vkSj dk;ksZ dh cnkSyr orZeku vk/kqfud iqLrdky; dh 

uhao j[kh xbZ gSA  

 

orZeku le; esa iqLrdky;k/;{krk %& 

 orZeku le; esa iqLrdky; v/;{krk dk egRo izkphu le; dh vis{kk T;knk 

egRoiw.kZ vkSj fof”k’V gksrk tk jgk gSA iqLrdky;ksa ds Lo:Ik esa Hkh fujarj cnyko gks jgk 

gS] ftlesa fd] iqLrdky; }kjk iznku dh tkus okyh lsokvksa vkSj iqLrdky; v/;{krk ds 

dk;Z iz.kkyh dk Lo:Ik Hkh cnyrk tk jgk gSA vkt ds le; esa lwpuk fHkUu fHkUu Lo:Ikksa 

esa miyC/k gks jgh gS ,oa mi;ksxdrkZ ds vko”;drk ds vuqlkj lwpuk ekax dk Lo:Ik Hkh 

vyx vyx gksrk tk jgk gSA lwpuk foLQksV ds bl ;qx esa tgkW fofHkUu ek/;eksa ls vyx 

vyx Lo:Ikksa esa lwpuk dk mn~Hko gks jgk gS ftlus iqLrdky; lsok ,oa iqLrdky;k/;{krk 

dks pqukSrhiw.kZ dk;Z cuk fn;k gSA lkFk gh lkFk iqLrdky; ,oa iqLrdky;k/;{krk ds egRo 

dks Hkh c<+k;k gSA lwpuk ds vlhfer Hk.Mkj esa ls mi;ksxdrkZ dks vius mi;ksx dh lwpuk 

dks izkIr djuk vkt cgqr eqf”dy dk;Z gks x;k gSA ftlds fy, iqLrdky;k/;{krk cgqr 

gh egRoiw.kZ ,oa vko”;d gks x;k gSA ftudh enn l s mi;ksxdrkZ viuh lwpuk dks 

vklkuh ls mi;ksx dj ldrk gSA vkt iqLrdky; flQZ iqLrdky; uk gksdj iqLrdky; 

,oa lwpuk dsUnz ds :Ik esa fodflr gks x;k gSA tgkW eqfnzr ,oa vkWuykbu ¼bysDVªkWfud½ 

nksuks Lo:Ikksa esa lwpukvksa dk ladyu fd;s tk jgs gSA vkt mi;ksxdrkZ ds vkWuykbu 

fMftVy Lo:Ik esa lwpukvksa ds ekWx ds fy, Ask Librarian & Reference 

Librarian ds #i esa iqLrdky;k/{krk us viuh lsokvksa dk foLrkj fd;k gS rFkk 

iqLrdky;k/{krk ds ego dk c<+k;k gSA 

Hkfo"; esa iqLrdky;k/;{krk %& 

orZeku dks /;ku esa j[kdj dgk tk ldrk gS vkus okys Hkfo"; esa iqLrdky; ,oa 

iqLrdky;k/;{krk vkWuykbu ,oa fMftVy Lo:Ikksa esa ifjofrZr gks tk;sxkA ftlesa lwpukvksa 

dk ladyu ,oa ekax Hkh fMftVy ek/;eksa ls gksus yxsxk] tks HkkSfrd lhekvksa dks rksM+dj 
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lwpuk ,oa lsokvksa dk izlkj djsxkA ,sls esa iqLrdky;k/;{krk dks vius Lo:Ikesa cnyko ds 

lkFk lkFk v|ru ,oa uohu uhfr;ksa dk lekos”k dj vius dk;Ziz.kkyh vkSj iqLrdky; 

lsok dksa vk/kqfud djuk gksxkA ftlesa dh lHkh izdkj ds mi;ksxdrkZvksa dks lwpuk miyC/k 

iznku dj mUgs larq"V fd;k tk lds vkSj iqLrdky; lsok ,oa iqLrdky;k/;{krk dks 

fodflr fd;k tk ldsaA Hkfo"; uhfr;ksa ds :Ik esa vHkh ls gh ;kstukvksa dk fuekZ.k ,oa 

mudks ykxw fd;k tkuk 'kq: gks x;k gS ftlesa iqLrdky; ,oa iqLrdky; lsok dks 

fMftVy fd;k tk jgk gS lkFk gh lkFk u;h&u;h vk/kqfud rduhdksa dk iqLrdky; esa 

mi;ksx dj T;knk lQy vkSj ljy lsok iznku dh tk jgh gSA bl rjg ls 

iqLrdky;k/;{krk dk dk;Z Hkfo"; esa iqLrdky; esa vkus okyh cnyko vkSj pqukSfr;ksa ds 

fy, vuq#i gksxh gSA  

vr% Hkfo"; ds iqLrdky;k/;{krk ds fy, ,d ;ksX; ,oa dq”ky iqLrdky;/;{k dh 

vko”;drk ds lkFk lkFk izf”kf{kr iqLrdky; deZpkfj;ksa dh vko”;drk gksxhA 

fu"d"kZ%& 

 cnyrs le; ds lkFk lkFk iqLrdky; lsok ,oa iqLrdky;k/;{krk dk Lo:Ik 

cnyrk jgk gSA ij iqLrdky;k/;{krk us iqLrdky; lsokvksa ds ek/;e ls vius 

mi;ksxdrkZvksa dks larq"V dj vius egRo dks cuk;s j[kk gSA Hkwrdky ls ysdj orZeku 

le; rd iqLrdky; ,oa iqLrdky;k/;{krk ds egRo esa c<+kSRrjh gh gqbZ gS vkSj vkus okys 

Hkfo"; esa Hkh le; vkSj mi;ksxdrkZ ds ekax ds vuqlkj iqLrdky;k/;{krk vius Lo:Ik esa 

cnyko vkSj lq/kkjdj rFkk lwpuk lsokvksa ds u;s vk;keksa dks viukdj vius mi;ksxdrkZ 

dks larq"V djrk jgsxk ftlls fd iqLrdky; lsok ,oa iqLrdky;k/;{krk dk egRo gesa”kk 

cuk jgsxkA  

lanHkZ%& 

¼1½ yky] lh- xzaFkky; ,oe~ vk/kqfud izkS|ksfxdh- ubZ fnYyh% ,l- ,l- ifCyds’kUl- 

dqekj] lquhy- iqLrdkyl laxBu ,oa for izcU/k ¼2007½- ubZ fnYyh% fMLdojh ifCyf”kax 

gkml 
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¼2½ ik.Ms; ,oa ,l- ds- “kekZ ¼1995½ iqLrdky; ,oa lekt-ubZ fnYyh% xzaFk vdkneh iqjkuk 

nfj;kxat  
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xzaFkkyf;Ro vkSj rduhdh Kku dk fodkl 

 

  

 

MkW- uhfrrkezdkj 

iqLrdky; lgk;d 

dq”kkHkkmBkdjsi=dkfjrk 

,oatulapkjfo”ofo|ky; 

jk;iqj] N-x- 

E-mail- nt72833@gmail.com 

 

 

 

       f”k{kk txr esa “kS{kf.kd vkSj ”kS{kf.kd ds e/; tw>rk ;s xzaFkky;hu dk;Z iz.kkyh ftlesa rduhdh fodkl ds pyrs 

blds vfLrRo ij gh iz”ufpag yxus yxk gSA baVjusV ij lwpuvksa dh miyC/krk vkSj xqxy lpZ ds }kjk lwpuvksa rd 

igqp cgqr vklku cuk nsrh gSA iqLrdky;] ftlesa ikBd] iqLrd vkSj xazFkiky bu rhuksa ds feyus ls iqLrdky; dk 

vfLrro gSaA xzaFkiky tks fd iqLrd vkSj ikBd ds chp esa lsrq dk dke djrk gSA ijUrq orZeku esa bu nksuksa ds chp esa 

rduhd vk xbZ gS] tks ikBd vkSj iqLrd ds chp dke djus yxh gSA ftlls ;g yxus yxkk gS fd xazFkiky dh Hkwfedk 

;k dk;Z ladV dh fLFkfr esa vk xbZ gSA ijUrq ;g lR; ugha gS] xazFkiky tks iqLrd vkSj ikBd ds chp ftu ijEijkxr 

rduhd dk mi;ksx djrs Fks vc orZeku esa uohu rduhd dk mi;ksx dj viuk dk;Z vkSj vf/kd dq”kyrk iwoZd djus 

yxs gaSA  

xzaFkkyf;Ro ds misf{kr gksus ds dkj.k  

yksx ;g le>us yxs gSa fd rduhd gh lc dqN gS vc xazFkiky dh vko”;drk ugha gSaA tcfd ,slk dqN ugha 

gSa  rduhd rks ,d ek= lk/ku gS lk/; ughaA ;g lgh gS fd iqLrdky; vkSj xzaFkiky fdlh Hkh laLFkk esa gesa”kk ls 

misf{kr jgk gSA fdlh Hkh laLFkk dh dkfeZd fo”kys’k.k djus ls fuEuk afdr fcanq lkeus vkbZ gSa & 

 iqLrdky; esa dkfeZdksa dh de la[;k  

 izf”kf{kr dkfeZdksa dh ux.; la[;k  

 laLFkk ds vfrfjDr deZpkjh dksa iqLrdky; esa laLFkkfir djuk  

 cqd fyQVj ds in gsrq U;wure ;ksX;rk dk fu/kkZj.k u gksuk 

 ,sls gh NksVh&NksVh phats gS tks fd iqLrdky; vkSj xazFkiky dks misf{kr djrh gSA 

            orZeku esa esjs }kjk jk;iqj ftyk ds yksd iqLrdky;kas dk voyksdu fd;k x;k ftlesa     

        fuEu fcanq lkeus vk, & 

 iqLrdky;ksa esa uohu rduhd dks viuk;k x;k gSA 

 iqLrdky; dk okrkoj.k ikBdks dks v/;;u gsrq izsfjr djrh gSA 

 iqLrdky;] ?kj esa v/;;u djus esa vkus okyh O;o/kkuksa dks de djrh gSA 

 iqLrdky; lnL;rk gsrq fjdkMZ rksM+ vkosnu dk vkuk o viuh lnL;rk dk bartkj djukA 
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 baVjusV dh xfr] “kkafr iw.kZ okrkoj.k ,oa la”kk/kuksa dh miyC/krk ikBdksa dks i<+us ds fy;s izfjr 

djrh gSA 

 izfr;ksxh ijh{kkvksa esa lfEefyr gksus okys ikBd yap ckDl iqLrdky; esa gh eaxokrs gSA bl rjg 

ls os iwjs fnu iqLrdky; esa gh jgrs gaSA 

 dksfoM&19 ds le; Hkh ikBdksa }kjk iqLrdky; dks ;kn fd;k tkuk o iqLrdky; fu;eksa ds 

laca/k esa Qksu vkfn ds ek/;eksa ls tkudkjh izkIr djuk A 

 24 ?k.Vs 7 fnu  [kqyk jgus okyh  iqLrdky; dh laLFkkiukA 

      mijksaDr fcanqvksa ds vk/kkj ij ;g dgkW tk ldrk gS fd iqLrdky; dh mi;fxrk esa dgha deh ugha 

vkbZ gSA iqLrdk/;{k ds fcuk iqLrdky; dh dYiuk laHko ugh gSA        

     fdlh Hkh O;fDr@fo’k; dk O;kfDrxr ;k Iks”ksoj  ewY; xf.kr ds LFkkuh; eku (Iysl oSY;w) ,oa 

vafdr ewY; (Qsl oSY;w) ds leku ,d lkFk pyrk jgrk gSA ftl izdkj izR;sd vad dk Qsl oSY;w 

fu/kkZfjr gksrk gSa vkSj tSls gh mldk LFkku cnyrk gS mldk LFkkuh; eku cny tkrk gSA Bhd mlh izdkj 

izR;sd fo’k; esa LFkkuh;eku ds fy;s fujarj la?kZ’k djuk gksrk gSA la?k’kZ ls rkRi;Z orZeku le; ds vuqlkj 

vius dks ifjofrZr djukA ;fn ge vius vkidks le; ds vuqlkj ifjofrZr ugha djrs gS rks gekjk 

LFkkuh;eku ?kVus yxrk gS vkSj ;gh ls  gekjk vfLrRo ij iz”ufpUg yxuk “kq: gks tkrk gSA bl fy;s 

vius LFkkuh; eku dks cuk;s j[kus vkSj vkxs c<+us ds fy;s yxkrkj la?k’kZ djrs jguk pkfg,A blh lanHkZ esa 

orZeku dh ?kVukvksa esa xzaFkiky dh fLFkfr dk mYys[k djuk pkgwWxh & 

 NRrhlx<+ esa izFke xzFkiky izfr;ksxh ifj{kk Ikh-,l-lh 2014 esa “kkfey gksus okys izFke NRrhlx<+ ds 

lsV mRrh.kZ ifj{kkfFkZ;ksa dk oafpr gks tkukA 

 Ldwy f”k{kk foHkkx esa xzaFkiky dh fu;qfDr esa in LFkkiuk ,oa osrueku laca/kh folaxrh dk gksukA 

 ubzZ f”k{kk uhfr esa iqLrdky; dks iw.kZRk% misf{kr djuk A 

            mijksDr rhukssa fcanqvksa ls Li’V gksrk gS fd iqLrdky; ,oa lwpuk foKku fo’k; ls lEcf/kr fo’k; fo”ks’kKksa 

}kjk dksbZ Hkh      la?k’kZ ugh fd;k x;k blfy;s muds LFkkuh;eku esa dksbzZ ldkjkRed izHkko ns[kus dks ugha feykA 

blls mUgsa mis{kk dk lkeku djuk iM+ jgk gS A 

        rduhdh fodkl ds ldkjkRed vkSj udkjkRed nks i{k gksrs gSA udkjkRed i{k dks ns[krs gq, mlds 

ldkjkRed i{k dks vuns[kk ugha fd;k tk ldrkA orZeku esa f”k{kk dk fodkl rks gks jgk gS ijUrq uSfrd ewY;ksa dk iru 

Hkh cgqr rsth ls gks jgk gSA bldk vFkZ ;g ugha gS fd f”k{kk dk dksbZ vkSfpR; ugha jg x;k gSA orZeku esa dsoy f”k{kk 

ij tksj fn;k tkrk gS mlds vukSipkfjd i{kksa dks vuns[kk gks jgk gS mlh dk ;g ifj.kke gSA cPps dks vPNh f”k{kk nsus 

ds fy;s vFkZ vTkZu ds fy;s ekrk&firk nksuksa dke ij pys tkrs gSa ftlls cPpk ,dkdhiu eglwl djrk gS vkSj cPpk 

fnu Hkj rduhdh lkexzh esa le; O;frr djrk gS] lekftd ljksdkj ?kVus yxrk gSA bu lc dkj.kksa ls UkSfrd iru 

gksrs tk jgk gS] blesa f”k{kk dk dksbZ nks’k ugh gSA blfy;s thou esa LFkkuh;eku ,oa vafdreku nksuksa dks cjkcj egRo 

nsuk pkfg,A 

         egku xf.kRkK MkW-,l-vkj-jaxukFku }kjk iqLrdky; ,oa lwpuk foKku ds crk;s x;s fl)karksa  us oSKkfud 

Lo:Ik iznku fd;k gSA tks bl fo’k; ds vafdr eku dks laLFkkfir djrk gSA tks fd dHkh [kRe gksus okyk ugha gSA ijUrq 

fo’k; fo”ks’kKksa@xzaFkiky dks blds LFkkuh; eku ds fy;s orZeku rduhd dks vius dk;ksZ esa lekfgr djrs gq, vius dks 

v|ru jguk gksxkA ,ao “kks/k rFkk f”k{kk ds {ks= esa xzaFkky; ds egRo dks le>krs gq, “kklu@izca/ku ls ckrphr djrs gq, 

xzaFkikyksa@xzaFkky; is”ksojksa dks mfpr lEekuiwodZ dk;Z djus dh Lora=rk rFkk osru folaxfr;ks dks nwj djokus gsrq 

iz;kljr] jgus dh vko”;drk gSA 
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Hkkjrh; iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Hkfo’;  

 

RekhrajSahu 
Assistant Librarian 

BTC College of Agriculture and Research Station (Indira 

Gandhi Krishi Vishwavidyalaya) 

Bilaspur C.G. 

E-Mail- rekhrajsahu@gmail.com 

 

iqLrdky; dk Lo:Ik fujarj ifjorZu”khy gS] iqLrdky; ds Hkfo’; dh ckr dgh tk, rks vkt Hkh mruk gh 

izklafxd gS ftruk fd iwoZ esa jgk gS] ;gh dkj.k gS fd iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk egRo vkt Hkh gS vkSj dy Hkh jgsxkA 

lwpukvksa ds izdkj esa ifjorZu ,oa dk;Zfof/k;ksa esa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds vk tkus ls tgkWa gesa ;g lquus dks feyrk gS fd 

iqLrdky; esa yksxksa dh vko”;drk,a de gksxh] ysfdu vkt ds lanHkZ dh ckr dh tk, rks ;g fcYdqy foijhr izrhr 

gksrk gSA cfYd lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds vk tkus ls iqLrdky; ds dk;ksZa esa rsth vkbZ gS vkSj lkFk gh is”ksojksa dh 

vko”;drk,a Hkh c<+h gSA iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dh ckr dh tk, rks orZeku esa gesa vko”;drkvksa ds vuqlkj dk;Z djus] 

izf”kf{kr gksus] lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dks le>us vkSj dk;Z djus esa l{ke gksus dh vko”;drk,a gSA fdlh Hkh iqLrdky; esa 

dk;Z ogh gS ysfdu dk;Z dk Lo:Ik vk/kqfudrk fy, gq, gS vkSj blh vk/kqfudrk ds lkFk pyus ds fy, iqLrdky;k/;{kksa 

dks Hkh orZeku le; ds vuqlkj viuk dk;Z djus dh vko”;drk gSA  

iqLrdky; vkSj iqLrdky;k/;{k ,d nwljs ds iqjd gS] iqLrdky;k/;{k ds fcuk iqLrdky; dh dYiuk Hkh ugha 

fd;k tk ldrk gSA oSls rks vf/kdka”kr% fo|ky;ksa] egkfo|ky;ksa ,oa fo”ofo|ky; Lrj ij izHkkjh@dk;Zokgd O;fDr;ksa ds 

ek/;e ls dk;Z lapkfyr fd;s tk jgs gS] ysfdu ogkWa dh dk;Ziz.kkyh] O;oLFkkiu] lsok,a ,oa lapkyu dh ,d fu;fer 

dk;Zfof/k ,oa lsok,a miyC/k ugh gS] blds foijhr tgkWa iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dks fu;qDr fd;k x;k gS ogkW dk iqLrdky; 

lapkyu iz”kauh; gSA orZeku le; esa iqLrdky;k/;{kksa dh fLFkfr Hkh vPNh ugha gS izk;% ;g ns[kk tkrk gS fd iqLrdky; 

ds izfr iz”kkld dh mnklhurk ns[kh tk ldrh gS ysfdu blds fy, dgha u dgha iqLrdky;k/;{k dh Hkwfedk Hkh gksrh gS] 

tSls dk;ksZ ds izfr mnklhurk] dk;Z LFky esa vlfdz; ;ksxnku] mi;ksxdrkZvksa dh vogsyuk djuk] le; ds lkFk gksus 

okys VsDukykWth dks lh[kus dh yyd u gksuk vkfnA Hkfo’; ds iqLrdky;ksa ds Lo:Ik ,oa dk;Ziz.kkyh ds fy, gesa vkt 

ls gh “kS{kf.kd xfrfof/k;ksa ,oa izf”k{k.k dk;Zdzeksa ds ek/;e ls dk;Z djus dh vko”;drk gS ftlls fd vkus okys le; 

ds fy, rS;kj gks ldsA vkt gesa ;g /;ku esa j[krss gq, pyuk vR;ar vko”;d gS fd vxj ge le; ds vuqlkj ugha 

cnys rks le; gesa t:j cny nsxkA  

iqLrdky; esa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dk fodkl] fdz;kUo;u ;k bZ&lalk/kuksa dk izca/ku] MsVkcsl izca/ku] lkjka”k vkSj 

vuqla/kku dk;ksZ esa lwpukvksa dh lgk;rk laca/kh vkfn izf”k++{k.k iqLrdky; ,oa lwpuk foKku fo’k; ds {ks= esa m|ferk dh 

ekufldrk cukus dk iz;kl fd;k tkuk pkfg, ftlls fd jkstxkj izkIr djus ,oa jkstxkj dss volj cukus esa vklkuh gks 

lds] vkSj ftlls fd iqLrdky; is”kk dks izxfr”khy cuk;k tk ldrk gSA vkSj var esa ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd orZeku 
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le; esa iqLrdky;k/;{kksa dks ikjaifjd Kku ds lkFk gh vk/kqfud Kku ds chp e/;LFkrk LFkkfir dj vk/kqfud {kerkvksa 

ds lkFk dk;Z djus ij cy nsus dh vko”;drk gS] ftllsa fd iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dh Hkfo’; esa Hkh bl is”ks dh 

vko”;drk cuh jgsA 
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Hkkjrh; iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Hkfo"; % izxfr”khy] izfrxkeh ;k ck/;dkjh 

 

Jo.k ;kno 

“kks/kkFkhZ 

xzaFkky; ,oa lwpuk foKku v/;;u“kkyk 

ia- jfo”kadj “kqDy fo”ofo|ky;] jk;iqj ¼N-x-½ 

bZ&esy & syadav_11@rediffmail.com 

 

orZeku ;qx iwjh rjg ls baVjusV] dEI;wVj vk/kkfjr rduhd] fMthVy ;k ;g dgsa 

fd f”k{kk txr otZqvy vk/kkfjr gks x;k gSA vkWadM+ksa ij utj Mkys rksa Hkkjr esa baVjusV 

dk mi;ksxdrkZ yxHkx 800 ehfy;u gSA ,sls esa iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk dk;Z vkSj Hkh 

pqukSrhiw.kZ gks x;k gSA iqLrdky; esa iqLrdky;k/;{k dk dk;Z lhfer u gksdj foLr`r gks 

x;k gS] lwpuk iznku ds lkFk&lkFk vusd igyqvksa ij vk/kkfjr gks x;k gSA iqLrdky; dk 

vkarfjd ,oa ckg~; foHkkx Hkh fMthVkbZts”ku ls vNwrk ugha jg x;k gSA  

ldkjkRed igyw ij xkSj djsa rks rduhdh ds vkus ds QyLo:i iqLrdky; lsok;sa 

vkSj Hkh vklku gks xbZ gSA ijkaijkxr iqLrdky; dh vo/kkj.kk ds foijhr vk/kqfud 

iqLrdky; lEiw.kZ :i ls dEI;wVj vk/kkfjr rduhdh ij fuHkZj gks x;k gSA iqLrdky; 

is”ksojksa dks bu rduhdh esa ikjaxr gksus vko”;drk vkSj Hkh c<+ xbZ gSA udkjkRed igyw 

ij /;ku nsa rks lk¶Vos;j dk fodkl ;k rduhdh dk fodkl iqLrdky; {ks= ds fo”ks"kK 

}kjk rS;kj u dj ,d dEI;wVj ;k baVjusV ds tkudkj }kjk rS;kj fd;k tk jgk gSA blls 

iqLrdky; esa lHkh dEI;wVj vk/kkfjr dk;Z ,d i qLrdky; is”ksoj }kjk u dj ,d dEI;wVj 

;k lk¶Vos;j fo”ks’kK }kjk fd;k tk jgk gS] tks fd bl iqLrdky; O;olk; ds fy, cgqr 

gkfudkjd curk tk jgk gSA bu lcds foijhr ;g lHkh gekjh vko”;drk cu dj jg 

xbZ gSA  

Hkkjrh; iqLrdky;k/;{k dk Hkfo’; lnSo ls pqukSrhiw.kZ jgk g S] pkgs og egkfo|ky;] 

fo”ofo|ky;] Ldwy Lrj] laLFkkxr Lrj] “kks/k&laLFkku Lrj bR;kfn lHkh esa vius vki esa 

,d pqukSrhiw.kZ gSA ftl rjg ls Hkkjr dh tula[;k esa o`f) gks jgh gS ifj.kkeLo:Ik 

iqLrdky; O;olk; esa Hkh csjkstxkjh c<+ jgh gSA csjkstxkjh ds dkj.k Hkh iqLrdky; is”kojksa 

esa fnu&izfrfnu o`f) gks jgh gS] iqLrdky; is”ksojksa esa o`f) ds dkj.k izfrLi/kkZ vf/kd gks 

xbZ gSA rkRi;Z ;g gS fd lHkh dkj.kksa dks ns[ksa rks Hkkjrh; iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Hkfo’; 

izxfr”khy de izfrxkeh vf/kd izrhr gks jgh gSA  
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vkt iqLrdky;k/;{kksa dk Hkfo’; lekt esa iqLrdky; is”ksoj [kqn gh r; djsa fd 

iqLrdky; dk dk;Z fdl fn”kk esa djuk gSA gesa viuk Hkfo’; lekt ds chp esa ,d 

izxfr”khy ds :Ik esa djuk gksxk] ftlls f”k{kk txr ds e/; iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Lrj 

ges”kk ÅWapk jgsA “kklu Lrj ij Hkkjr ljdkj }kjk iqLrdky; vf/kfu;e o vU; ;kstukvksa 

ds }kjk iqLrdky; ,oa iqLrdky; O;olk; ds fodkl ds fy, dk;Z dj jgs gSaA jk’Vªh; 

Lrj ij iqLrdky;k/;{kks }kjk vius {ks= esa fodkl dj jgs gSa] lkFk gh lkFk viuh n{krk 

dks ewrZ :Ik ns jgs gSaA ,d iqLrdky;k/;{k dh n`f’V ls ns[ksa rks iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk 

Hkfo’; fuf”pr gh izxfr”khy izrhr gks jgk gSA  
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          iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Hkfo";% izxfr”khy] izfrxkeh ;k ck/;dkjh \ 

 

lw;ZdkUr ç/kku  

xzUFkiky  

dsUnzh; fo|ky;] eNyhiVue~ 

Ñ".kk] vkU/kz izns”k 

E-mail- suryalibsc@gmail.com 

 

   mijksä fo"k; ij  dqN Hkh fy[kus ds iwoZ eSa lisforum_orissa  dh ljkguk djrk gw¡ ftudh 

otg ls ge lky Hkj ds dk;ZuqHko rFkk fo"k; lEcaf/kr tks Hkh dk;Z djrs gSa mUgsa vius {ks= ds vU; 

yksxksa ds lkFk lk>k djus esa leFkZ gksrs gSa rFkk vU; yksxksa ls tqM+ ikrs gSaA 

   orZeku le; esa ikBd vius lwpukvksa dh t:jr dh iwfrZ djus ds fy, xzUFkky; dk mi;ksx 

de rFkk iqLrdky; }kjk nh tkus okyh Web based services vFkok bUVjusV ij miyC/k tkudkfj;ksa 

dk mi;ksx vf/kd djrs gSaA dksjksuk dky tSls esa iqLrdky; rFkk iqLrdky; dfeZ;ksa ds Lo:i esa 

ifjorZu vk;k gS vkSj ;g ifjorZu le; ] dky rFkk ifjfLFkfr dks ns[krs gq, lgh Hkh gS ] D;ksafd 

iqLrdky; is”ksojksa  ds fy, ;g lkekU; gS fd fdlh Hkh ifjfLFkfr esa ikBd dh ikB;~ lkefxz;ksa dh 

t:jrksa dks iwjk djuk gh mudk drZO; gSA lHkh iwLrdky; is’ksojksa dks ;g fofnr gS fd ikBd gh 

lcls egRoiw.kZ dM+h gS tks iqLrdky;ksa  ds lao/kZu”khyrk dks vkSj vf/kd egRo nsrk gS ] buds otg ls 

gh iqLrdky; is”ksoj gSa rFkk iqLrdky; gSA le; dh ek¡x ds vuqlkj gh iqLrdky; dfeZ;ksa dks Hkh 

vius dk;Z djus dks “k Syh esa ifjorZu ykuk iM+rk gS rkfd os ikBdksa dh t:jrksa dh iwfrZ dj ldsaA 

bldk vk”k; ;g ugha gSa fd iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Hkfo"; [krjs esa gksA bUVjusV esa yk[kksa djksM+ksa 

lwpuk,¡ miyC/k gS ftUgsa dHkh Hkh fdlh Hkh le; fdlh Hkh LFkku ls ns[kk vFkok mi;ksx fd;k tk 

ldrk gSA yk[kksa djksM+ksa lwpuk,¡ miyC/k gksus dk vFkZ ;g ugha fd lHkh dks muds vko”;drkuqlkj 

ikB; lkexzh miyC/k gks tkrk gks ] cfYd bUVjusV esa bruh vf/kd ek=k esa lwpuk,¡@ikB;~ lkexzh gS 

fd ikBd mlls Hkzfer gks tkrs gSa vkSj mUgsa “kq) ,oa fo”oluh; ¼Accurate&Reliable½ tkudkjh ugha 

fey ikrh gSA ;gha ls gh iqLrdky; is”ks sojksa dk dke Hkh izkj aHk gksrk gS D;ksafd iqLrdky; is”ksoj gh 

[kkst rduhdksa (Search Techniques) ls ifjfpr gksrs gSa rFkk muds ckjs esa lgh Kku j[krs gSaA 

iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk ;g ,slk dk;Z gS tks dsoy fdlh iqLrdky; rd gh lhfer ugha gS cfYd 

iqLrdky; ds ckgj Hkh ikBdksa dks mi;qä lwpuk iznku djuk Hkh mudk nkf;Ro gSA ;g bl nkos ls 

blfy, dgk tk ldrk gS] fd esjs vuqHko rFkk tkudkjh esa dqN fMxzh dk¡yst ,sls Hkh gSa tks Nk=ksa dksa 

bUVjusV ds mi;ksx ij iw.kZr% izfrcaf/kr dj j[kk gS rFkk ogka dsoy fdrkcksa ds ek/;e ls gh v/;;u& 

v/;kiu dk dk;Z lEiUu djk;k tkrk gS A bl lUnHkZ esa ;g Hkh Kkr gSa fd ;s dksÃ ljdkjh laLFkku 

ugha tgk¡ fdlh dkj.koa”k daI;wVj vFkok bUVjusV dk mi;ksx uk gksrk gks] cfYd ;s futh laLFkku gSa 

tgk¡ ij bUVjusV iz;ksx djus ds LFkku ij iqLrdky; ds mi;ksx rFkk iqLrdsa i<+us gsrq lHkh 

Nk=@Nk=kvksa dsk izsfjr fd;k tkrk gSA tc ;g tkudkjh eq>s feyh rks ,d iqLrdky; deZpkjh  gksus 

ij bl [kcj ls [kq”kh Hkh feyh rFkk ;g Hkh vuqHko gqvk fd tc lHkh txg bUVjusV ds ek/;e ls 

lwpuk,¡ izkIr djus gsrq yksx mRlqd gksrs gSa ogha ,sls laLFkku gh iqLrdky; rFkk iqLrdky; is”ksojksa ds 
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Hkfo"; dks lqjf{kr cukrsa gSaA bUVju sV ds ek/;e ls Hkh iqLrdky; is”ks soj viuh lsokvksa esa foLrkj dj 

ldrs gSa rFkk fuEufyf[kr osclkbV ds ek/;e ls Hkh vius ikBd ds vko”;drkvksa dh iwfrZ dj ldrs 

gSa& 

1. National Digital Library of India – IIT Kharagpur (Ministry of Education, GoI) 

2. Shodhganga – INFLIBNET (Gandhinagar) 

3. SWAYAM - Study Webs of Active-Learning for Young Aspiring Minds        (Ministry of 

Education, GoI) 

4. SWAYAM PRABHA- (Ministry of Education, GoI) 

5. E-Shodh Sindhu - INFLIBNET (Gandhinagar) 

6. Virtual Labs - (Ministry of Education, GoI under NMEICT) 

7. National Academic Depository – UGC - (Ministry of Education, GoI) 

8. E-Acharya - NMEICT 

9. E-Kalpa – ICAR  

10. E-Yanta – IIT Bombay (NMEICT) 

11. E PG Pathshala – UGC(NMEICT). 

  

       mijksä osc iksVZy dsoy lanHkZ ds fy, fn, x, gSa vf/kd tkudkjh osclkÃV ij miyC/k gSaA 

vf/kdka”k osc iksVZy f’k{kk ea=ky; )kjk fofHkUu izdkj ds izkstsDV ds ek/;e ls lQyrk iwoZd pyk;s tk 

jgsa gSa ,ao bu lc dk Kku iqLrdky; deZpkfj;ksa dks j[kuk vko’;d gS rFkk le; fd ek¡x ds vuqlkj 

budk iz;ksx Hkh fd;k tk ldrk gSaA bu lHkh osc iksVZy ds lgk;rk ls ge dÃ izdkj ds ikB; lkexzh 

fofM+;ks] ysDpj] “kks/k i= dks ns[k ,oa i<+ ldrs gSa rFkk ikBdksa dks Hkh voxr djk ldrs gSaA ;g lHkh 

osc iksVzZy dks mfpr Lo:i nsus gsrq vFkok muds lQy fdz;kUo;u gsr q iqLrdky; is’ksojksa dh gh 

vko”;drk gksrh gS] fQj pkgs og fo"k;ksa dk oxhZdj.k  (Classification) gks ;k O;oLFkkiu 

(Management) orZeku le; esa izk;% ;g gksrk gS fd iqLrdky; ds fdlh cM+s izkstsDV dks Hkh ,sls gh 

fdlh ds gkFkksa fn;k tkrk gS tks rduhd fo”ks"kK gks] ysfdu iqLrdky; foKku dh lgh tkudkjh fcuk 

mudk lqpk: :i ls lapkyu ugha fd;k tk ldrk gS blfy, lkFk gh xzUFkky; foKku ds fo”ks"kKksa dks 

Hkh lkFk j[kk tkrk gSA blh otg ls iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dks ,d u, uke Information  Scientist  ds 

uke ls tkuk gSA dÃ LFkkuksa ij ;g Hkh ns[kk x;k gS fd vHkh Hkh bUVjusV dh lqfo/kk vHkh rd  ugha 

igqap ik;h gS rFkk bUVjusV dk mi;ksx Hkh dsoy lhfer oxZ ds }kjk gh fd;k tkrk gS Hkfo"; esa Hkh 

tc bUVjusV fd lqfo/kk gks tk,xh rc Hkh iqLrdky; is”ks soj viuk dk;ZZ djrs jgsaxs ftuesa mfpr] “kq) 

rFkk fo”oluh; lwpukvksa dks iznku djuk eq[; dk;Z gS vkSj Hkfo"; esa Hkh jgsxk A 

       le; ds vuq:i xzUFkky; dk Lo:i Hkh cny jgk gS  rFkk iqLrdky; deZpkfj;ksa ds dk;Z 

djus dh  “kSyh  HkhA ikBd ] ikB; lkexzh ,ao iqLrdky; rFkk iqLrdky; deZpkjh ;s lHkh vkil esa 

tqM+s gq, gS rFkk bu lcdk gksuk Hkh egRoiw.kZ gSa vr% iqLrdky; ,oa iqLrdky; is”ksojksa dk Hkfo"; 

,dne lqjf{kr gS vkSj ;s vius dk;ksZ ds fu"iknu lQyrkiwoZd djrs vk;s gSa rFkk djrs jgsaxsA  

;g ys[k fo”ks"kdj u, iqLrdky; is”ks soj@Nk=@Nk=kvksa ds fy, gSa ftUgssa bl ys[k rFkk 

Iisforum_orissa ds ek/;e ls dqN uÃ tkudkjh izkIr gks rFkk fudV Hkfo"; ds fy, Lo;a dks  rS;kj 

j[k ldsA 

 


